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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
Dissertation Abstract 
A Meta-Analysis of Gender Gap on the FCI in High School and College Introductory Physics 
Courses in the US and International Countries. 
This meta-analysis synthesized research on gender gap in the Force Concept 
Inventory (FCI). The main goal of the present meta-analysis was to identify the 
moderator variables that mediate effect size differences. Furthermore, the statistical 
significance of the average effect sizes was investigated. The inclusion criteria for the 
meta-analysis resulted in 22 empirical research articles that studied gender gap and 
reported the number of male and female students in the study. The included articles 
reported multiple studies; therefore, there were 34 studies on pretest and 43 studies on the 
posttest FCI. The average effect size for the pretests was 0.62 and for the posttest was 
0.26. All effect sizes in pretest indicated that male students on average scored higher than 
female students; in posttest, however, two effect sizes indicated higher means for female 
than male students. School level (high-school versus college and university), teaching 
methods (traditional versus modeling instruction), culture of students (United States 
versus international countries), and contents of FCI (original or revised FCI) were 
investigated as moderator variables. The pretest effect sizes indicated that school level 
and content of FCI did not moderate the effect sizes, whereas effect size was moderated 
by teaching methods and culture. Students who enrolled in traditional teaching method 
had statistically significant gap that was wider than students enrolled in modeling 
instruction classes. Posttest effect sizes for teaching method were not statistically
iv 
significant, whereas school level, culture, and content of the FCI indicating that 
these variables moderated the effect sizes.  
This meta-analysis studied the gender gap by analyzing the effect sizes 
instead of gain. Furthermore, unlike most studies gender gaps were compared
between pretests and between posttests. Some results such as effect sizes in the
teaching methods indicated relatively same gap for posttests in both traditional
method as well as modeling instruction. It is important that further research to be 
conducted using effect size to investigate gender gap in different statistical 
methods than gain or normalized gain.
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Students who walk into the physics classroom have a well-established 
understanding of common-sense beliefs of how the physical world around them works. 
This understanding is derived from years of their personal experience. Therefore, they 
have constructed their understanding of the world. For example, all the students have this 
common-sense belief that if they toss an object vertically upward, then the object will fall 
after it reaches its maximum height. The factor that differentiates students from each 
other is the reason behind this phenomenon. Most students believe that after the object 
reaches its maximum height the force of gravity starts pulling the object down; therefore, 
the object falls. Based on this belief the object on its way up does not experience any 
force, and on its way down it experiences the force of gravity.  
Physics Education Research (PER) that was founded by Lillian McDermott is a 
focused inquiry into what happens as students struggle to grasp and use the concepts of 
physics. Based on the results of initial PER, the researchers or the instructors modify their 
instructions for an effective and improved instruction (Beichner, 2009). In the early days 
of PER, educators established that students’ beliefs about the physical world play 
important role in introductory physics (Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer, 1992) and saw 
great efforts to identify the students’ common misconceptions. Later the term 
misconception was modified to student difficulties, naïve conceptions, or intuitive 
understanding (Beichner, 2009).  Some robust misconceptions are extremely difficult to 
remove and be replaced with a robust understanding (Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 
1982). Chi (1992) hypothesized that robust misconceptions require a process of 
conceptual change that is unnecessary in learning other concepts. For example, students 
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who have flawed understanding of the concept “molecule” can understand the lesson 
about a matter as long as they think of a molecule as some tiny piece of matter. Robust 
misconceptions, however, are science concepts that students have learned falsely from 
their everyday life and are unwilling or unable to change them (Slotta & Chi, 2006).  
Identifying students’ misconceptions is the first step in effective introductory 
physics education. One of the challenges facing physics educators is limited standardized 
tests that identify students’ conceptual knowledge of the physical world as well as assess 
students’ learning. Introductory physics courses consist of multiple topics where a group 
of related topics can be classified under a specific concept. Concepts that are taught in 
introductory physics are Kinematics (one dimensional and two dimensional), Dynamics 
(Force and Newton’s Laws and their application), Uniform Circular Motion and 
Gravitation, Work, Energy, Linear Momentum and Collision, Statics and Torque, 
Rotational Motion and Angular Momentum, Fluids (statics and dynamics), Temperature, 
Heat, Thermodynamics, and Sound Waves.  
The Force Concept Inventory (FCI) was developed by Hestense, Halloun, Wells, 
and Swackhamer in 1992 as a 29-item multiple-choice test and revised in 1995 by 
Halloun, Hake, Mossca, and Hestenes to a 30-item multiple choice test. The purpose of 
creating the FCI was to measure the understanding of the concept of Newtonian 
Mechanics. Newtonian mechanics focuses on forces and their interaction, and the FCI 
was designed such that the responses have the option of commonsense and Newtonian 
thoughts (Hestenes et al., 1992). The FCI was written to measure the students’ prior 
knowledge about forces rather than their intelligence. Many physics educators, however,  
use the FCI to assess not only the students’ learning but also the effectiveness of different  
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teaching methods on students’ learning.  
Gender Gap 
Science is hegemonic and androcentric, two characteristics that proceed from the 
fact that practitioners of science as we know it have traditionally been white, male, 
and Western. It is they who define the rules, methods, instrumentation, 
descriptions of results, and criteria for knowledge production. It is they who define 
what counts as science, both theoretically and in practice. It is they who are the 
gatekeepers for access to, and definers of, a life in science. Science cannot be 
accessible to a wide spectrum of learners if it is conceived of as unitary. Science 
cannot be gender-equitable when it is androcentric. (Lederman, 2003, p. 604) 
 
Throughout years of using the FCI as an assessment tool, researchers have noticed 
that male students typically have higher scores on average when the FCI is given as a 
when the FCI is given as a pretest. Although many studies (Brewe et al., 2010; Doherty, 
2010; Normandeau et al., 2017) indicate that with different teaching methods such as 
Interactive Engagement (IE), students have higher scores on average on the posttest when 
compared to traditional teaching methods; however, the gender gap still is visible in their 
scores. The relationship between the culture of the student and the gender gap also has 
been studied, and the results show that the gender gap is evident in some cultures more 
than others (Negishi 2007). The common denominator in those studies, however, is that 
male students have higher scores on average than female students.  
Statement of the Problem 
Many physics instructors use the FCI for a variety of reasons. Some instructors 
use the FCI to assess the teaching method, whereas others use the FCI to understand the 
prior knowledge of students in Newtonian mechanics (Hestense et al., 1992). Regardless 
of the reason behind the use of the FCI, physics educators must pay more attention in the 
interpretation of the students’ scores. Studies have shown that female students perform 
poorly in Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics in general and in physics in 
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particular (Else-Quest, Hyde, & Linn, 2010; Madsen, McKagan, & Sayre 2014; Pollock, 
Finkelstein, & Kost, 2007). The interactive engagement methods of teaching that focus 
on students interaction during the class has reduced the gender gap in physics (National 
Research Council, 2012); however, the gap has not been eliminated. Many studies have 
reported the gender gap from specific aspects such as teaching methods, and the content 
of the FCI such as specific words and the figures used for some questions; however, no 
systematic synthesis or meta-analysis has collected and analyzed the studies focusing 
specifically on the gender gap in FCI scores.  
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this meta-analysis is to assess the average effect size for the gender 
gap in FCI scores among high-school and college students in the United States and 
international countries. The specific goal of this meta-analysis is to investigate potential 
moderators that affect the gender gap in the FCI such as grade level, teaching methods, 
culture, and content of the test by synthesizing empirical studies that investigate the 
gender gap in the FCI and will include experimental and quasi-experimental studies using 
procedures for conducting a meta-analysis.  
Theoretical Rationale 
Gender gap and stereotypes are common in science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) field. Some STEM fields such as mathematics and physics are 
more strongly being avoided or ignored by females. For example, in Switzerland more 
males (18.4%) than females (4.4%) decided to specialize in mathematics and physics, 
whereas in the fields of chemistry and life-science more females (43%) specialize in 
those areas (Makarova et al., 2019). Female students experience gender bias as early as 
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kindergarten. More frequently, males are considered as being better at mathematics and 
science, whereas females are seen as highly communal and less analytical and 
competitive and therefore less qualified for being successful in science (McKinnon & 
O’Connell, 2020).  
In their study Makarova et al. (2019) show that students perceive chemistry, 
mathematics and physics as masculine subjects; furthermore, their study indicates that 
male secondary school students unlike female students regard only mathematics as 
strongly masculine, and physics have lower masculinity index. The result of this study 
suggests that female students have different perspective about mathematics and physics 
than male students. Therefore, the masculine image of mathematics and science may 
prevent female students enrolling in physics classes in high school. Having lower level 
of confidence in physics and mathematics prevents female students from choosing 
STEM majors in universities (Jones et al. 2013).  
All STEM majors in college require enrolling in one or more physics courses. 
Based on the major students enroll in algebra-based or calculus-based physics. 
Conceptual physics is offered as general education course and some students with non-
STEM majors enroll in that course. Regardless of students’ major physics courses 
always have been challenging for students. Most physics educators have been interested 
in applying different methods to teach physics concepts more effectively. Furthermore, 
they recognized the need for a standardized test that can evaluate students’ learning. 
Since 1992, the physics community started using the FCI to evaluate the students’ 
learning and the effectiveness of different teaching methods in introductory physics 
courses. Heller and Huffman (1995), however, criticized the interpretation of the FCI’s 
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scores and stated that the FCI does not measure a force concept. Since then, many 
studies and reviews have been conducted to examine the content of the inventory. 
Through these studies, researchers became interested in the gender fairness of the 
questions. As the gender gap became more evident in the FCI scores, researchers 
became interested in finding the sources of the gap and in methods that can reduce the 
gender gap. This section briefly presents one type of modeling instruction called 
Interactive Engagement as the most effective teaching method in physics. This section 
also presents studies on the gender difference within ethnic groups and fairness in test 
questions. 
Interactive-Engagement  
Physics courses mostly have been taught through traditional teacher-centered 
lectures with passive students. Students’ learning has been evaluated exclusively by 
students’ solutions to physics problems. This traditional method leads to a learning 
environment that isolates students, encourages competition, and does not focus on 
comprehensive understanding of the content (Brewe et al., 2010). At the National 
Invitational Conference where researchers, practitioners, and policy makers gathered 
together to provide solutions for performance gap among Latino, Black, and Asian 
groups Paik (2006) reviewed the factors that lead to underperformance by minorities and 
concluded that traditional teacher-centered method reduces motivation and enforces 
low-level skills. Mehan and Hubbard (1999) showed that reformed instruction that 
encourages collaboration among students instead of competition, engages students, and 




Modeling instruction is a method of scientific learning that emphasizes active  
students to organize their knowledge, develop scientific concept models, check the 
correctness of the model, revise the model, and apply it to solve the future problems 
(Malone, 2006). In modeling instruction, the teacher poses a problem at the beginning of 
class and students, in small groups, collaborate to find a solution for the problem. At the 
end of the class students share their solution with the entire class. During the process of 
group discussion, the teacher moves from one group to another group to listen to 
students’ discussion, answer their questions, or ask a question. Unlike traditional 
method, modeling instruction is student-centered method where the teacher acts as a 
consultant rather than a lecturer.  
Interactive Engagement has been proposed as an example of modeling 
instruction in physics. Hake (1998) suggested that classroom use of interactive-
engagement methods can increase introductory-physics effectiveness in both conceptual 
understanding and problem-solving more than traditional methods. Interactive 
engagement requires students to think, with instructors challenging students by asking 
questions rather than by lecturing. Students may interact with each other or the 
instructor as a coach or guide. They also can use the guided material provided by the 
instructor to answer the questions. The main goal of this method is a meaningful and 
thoughtful interaction between students and the instructor. Hake (2002) defined 
interactive-engagement methods as those designed at least in part to promote conceptual 
understanding of students in heads-on and hands-on activities that result in immediate 
feedback through the discussion with the peers or instructor. Unlike the traditional 
method, interactive-engagement method is a student-centered method. 
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In their study, Lorenzo, Crouch, and Mazur (2006) investigated the effect of the  
interactive-engagement teaching method on the size of the gender gap in introductory 
university physics. Their results indicated that interactive engagement reduced the 
gender gap by increasing the students’ understanding of the physics concepts. In 2007, 
Pollock conducted a similar study in a different, large research university and founded 
that the use of interactive-engagement methods does not reduce the gender gap. 
Furthermore, he discovered that even with statistically significant learning gains by all 
the students, the gender gap increased.  
The above examples with opposite results serve to motivate the calculation of the 
effect size for interactive-engagement studies on the magnitude and direction of the 
gender gap in the FCI.  
Fairness in test questions 
In 1954, guidelines for the development and evaluation of fair tests have been 
offered by the American Psychological Association (APA). In addition to APA, the 
Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education (Code) also was issued. Based on the Code 
“test developers should strive to make tests that are as fair as possible for test takers of 
different cultures, gender, ethnic backgrounds, or handicapping conditions” (Code, 
1988, p. 3). Test fairness is a major issue in any test. Rennie and Parker (1996) studied 
and compared students’ performance in two sets of matched physics problems. In one 
set the problems were embedded in real-live content, and in the other set, the problems 
were very typical and abstract without reference to the real-life events. Their results 
indicated that in real-life content students were able to visualize the questions and 
perform better. An example of an abstract and typical physics problem is as follow: “An 
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object is propelled vertically into the air. The object has its maximum potential energy” 
The example has been changed to more real-life content as follows: “There is a big 
firework display over the Swan River near the city on Australia Day. One rocket is 
launched into the air” (Rennie & Parker 1998, p. 121, as Cited in McCullough, 2004).  
Content of the test not only must be aligned with the real-life experience but also 
it must be aligned with the culture of the students as well. For example, a physics 
question about baseball can be confusing for students with no knowledge or interest in 
baseball. In some countries, students have never heard about baseball. Every instructor 
should give culturally neutral examples, problems, and tests to the students. Questions 
regarding ice skating can be meaningless for students who live in warmer climates and 
have not seen snow much less freezing icy surface.    
Many studies have shown that there is a wide gender gap in FCI scores (Brew et 
al. 2004; Doctor & Heller, 2008; Hake, 2002), and some researchers have noticed that 
some questions or images in FCI are confusing or inappropriate for certain cultures 
resulting in wrong responses by the students (McCullough, 1996, 2001, 2002, 2004, 
2011), proving that FCI may not be a fair test. 
The purpose of the present meta-analysis is to investigate gender gap in FCI and 
the effects of moderator variables such as test content and culture of the students as 
possible reasons behind observing the gender gap and factors that may reduce the gap.  
Background and Need 
The background and need section of the study focuses on the factors effecting 
the gender gap on the FCI such as teaching methods, culture, and content of the test. As 
the literature on similar topics related to the FCI increases over time the need for a 
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comprehensive meta-analysis of previous research becomes more undeniable. Meta-
analysis is the missing research methodology in studying gender gap in FCI. A number 
of literature reviews have been completed that investigated the gender gap in the FCI 
based on the content of the test or the instructional methods (Docktor & Heller, 2008; 
Hake, 1998; Madsen et al., 2014; Traxler et al., 2017; Von Korff et al., 2016). The 
above reviews and secondary studies are briefly reviewed in this section. 
Instructional methods directly affect students’ learning. Given the importance of 
reducing the gender gap on the FCI, this study seeks to learn which instructional 
methods, techniques, and strategies have been shown to be more effective in reducing 
the gender gap on the FCI for high-school and college students. Modeling method of 
instruction and traditional methods are two main instructional methods used in the 
studies as well as the present meta-analysis. Interactive engagement method is part of 
the modeling instruction where students are more engaged and passive in the process of 
learning, whereas in traditional method students are more passive and the instruction is 
more teacher centered.  
Hake (1998) employed a survey of pre- and posttest data using FCI for 62 
introductory physics courses enrolling a total number of 6,542 students. The survey 
consisted of diverse student populations in high schools, colleges, and universities. The 
results of the survey were presented in term of average normalized gain (<g>). The 
survey compared 14 traditional courses (N = 2,084) that made little or no use of 
interactive engagement with 48 courses (N = 4,458) that made substantial use of 
interactive engagement. The students in the interactive-engagement courses achieved 
higher average gain (<g> = .48, SD = .14) compared with traditional courses (<g> = 
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.23, SD = .04) with two standard deviations above traditional courses. Hake (1998) 
concluded that the use of interactive methods can increase mechanics-courses 
effectiveness well beyond that obtained in a traditional practice. Although, Hake (1998) 
surveyed the difference between traditional and interactive engagement methods he 
failed to compare the gender gap in a normalized gain in both methods.  
A review and analysis of FCI and Force Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE) 
on data published between 1995 and 2014 was conducted by Von Korff et al. (2016). 
The study included 63 papers with reported data from the FCI, representing about 450 
classes and 31,000 students. The researchers used normalized gain that is the popular 
statistical method in physics education to compare traditional and interactive-
engagement instructional methods. In their study, Von Korff et al. (2016) concluded that 
interactive engagement method had higher gain than the traditional method. They, 
however, failed to report any numbers and presented their results in different graphs. 
Furthermore, the study did not consider gender in its findings.  
Docktor and Heller (2008) studied 40 introductory calculus-based physics 
classes with more than 5,636 students (1,261 female and 4,375 males) taught by 22 
different professors at the University of Minnesota. The study compared the gender gap 
in pretest and posttest FCI scores in courses taught using cooperative problem solving, 
which is a type of the interactive-engagement method. The results of the study indicate 
that the pretest gender difference in mean FCI scores is 15.3 ± .5% and that the posttest 
gender difference decreased only slightly to 13.4 ± .6%. The gender gap has an average 
reduction of -1.9 ± .6 %. The study of performance by gender on each FCI question 
indicates that on average male students outperformed female students on every question 
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for both pre- and posttest. Docktor and Heller (2008) compared the gender differences 
between the FCI’s scores and course performance as measured by end of the course 
grades. They observed that unlike FCI scores there is no statistically significant gender 
gap in course performance as assessed by grades. This observation underlines the need 
for the study of the gender gap in the FCI. 
In order to investigate which instructional methods are effective, the researcher 
will conduct a meta-analysis of research studies focusing on the gender gap in FCI for 
high-school and college students comparing the magnitude and direction of effect sizes 
between traditional methods and modeling instruction. 
In addition to the above factors, level of cognitive development of the students 
was also the point of interest in this meta-analysis. Investigating gender gap on the FCI in 
high school students versus college students may lead us to understand the relationship 
between cognitive development of students and the size of the gender gap. Piaget’s 
theory of cognitive development deals with the nature of knowledge and how humans 
gradually come to acquire, construct, and use it (Dasen, 1994). Piaget believed that 
children construct an understanding of the physical world around them, and as they grow 
up, they discover the discrepancies between their prior and new knowledge of the world 
around them. Then they adjust their ideas based on their new discoveries. The FCI 
measures the students’ understanding of physical world. Based on Piaget’s theory, this 
understanding develops with the students’ maturity. Huitt and Hummel (2003) described 
Piaget’s developmental stages as follows: 
Sensorimotor stage: In this stage the child has limited knowledge of world, the 
communication and intelligence take place through motor activity without the use of  
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Symbols. The children experience the world based on physical interactions and as 
their physical abilities improve, they develop new intellectual abilities. 
 Pre-operational stage: In this stage, children communicate through symbols, and 
as they grow up their use of language, memory and imagination develop. Their thinking; 
however, is not logical, and egocentric thinking predominates. 
 Concrete operational state: In this stage, people can understand the concept of 
numbers, length, mass, area, volume, and liquid. They also can think more logically, and 
egocentric thinking disappears. 
 Formal operational stage: In this stage, adults can understand the abstract 
concepts. The egocentric thinking returns. Many students in high school do not think 
formally during their adulthood.  
 In their study, Ardila, Rosselli, and Inozemtseva (2011); investigated the gender 
differences in cognitive-test performance for 788 students from continuous age groups. 
Cognitive test measured cognitive ability of the students. Their results indicated the 
existence of a larger number of gender similarities than gender differences. Therefore, 
they concluded gender differences during cognitive development are minimal. A meta-
analysis of gender differences in cognitive abilities was conducted by Feingold (1988) 
using the norms from the four standardizations of Differential Aptitude Tests between 
1960 and 1983. The study indicated that the females had higher scores on average than 
males on grammar, spelling, and perceptual speed; males, however, had higher scores on 
average, for spatial visualization, high- school mathematics, and mechanical aptitude. 
The researcher did not find any differences for verbal reasoning, arithmetic, and figural 
reasoning. The study results, however, indicate that the gender differences declined over 
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the years surveyed; however, the gender gap at the upper levels of performance for high-
school mathematics has remained constant. Based on the results of the above study and 
the meta-analysis, males and females have different cognitive development timeline. 
Those studies show that males and females do not have similar scores on different 
cognitive tests; however, the differences diminish as they mature on age. The meta-
analysis conducted by Feingold (1988) indicated that the only difference that remained 
constant between male and female students was in high-school mathematics. The current 
meta-analysis uses grade level as an indicator for students’ maturity, and it will study 
grade level as a potential moderator for gender gap on the FCI. In this meta-analysis 
students’ level of maturity will be compared based on their school level that is high 
school or college and university. 
Cultural psychologists believe that children grow into cognitively competent 
adults in the content of a structured social world and cultural institutions such as 
families and religions (Tomasello, 2000). In most cultures, parents and society assign 
certain roles to males and females. For example, in most traditional cultures, girls must 
stay at home and play with their dolls or their friends while boys can go outside and 
discover the world around them freely. In those cultures, boys and girls enter the school 
with different understanding and common-sense of the physical world around them. At 
school, although males can be more opinionated and vocal, females are quieter and more 
passive. Cultural difference among physics students effects their understanding and 
interpretation of questions. Test items must be culturally sensitive or neutral to discover 
and measure the students’ common sense of the physical world. This meta-analysis will 
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investigate the cultural difference among students as a potential moderator in gender gap 
on the FCI.   
Content of the FCI potentially can affect the gender gap on the test. The 
literature on the gender gap on FCI and FMCE was reviewed by Madsen et al. (2014). 
Their review indicated that there is always a gender gap favoring male on the pretest. 
Additionally, they found that women, on average, do worse on every question on the 
FCI. Regarding the posttest, Madsen et al. (2014) noticed that, although the gender gap 
still exists, its size is more variable than on the pretest. They found that in some studies 
the gender gap increases from pre- to posttest and that in other studies, the gender gap 
decreases. Based on their findings, Madsen et al. investigated the factors that influence 
the gender gap and concluded that a few FCI questions have small gender biases that 
can be modified, but on average, these biases are not a contributing factor in the gender 
gap on the FCI scores. The FCI was written and developed by three male physics 
educators and mostly used male images in the questions (Hestenes et al., 1992; 
McCullough, 2002). In 2001, McCullough developed Gender Force Concept Inventory 
(GFCI), by replacing the content of each question on the FCI to a female-oriented 
scenario while keeping the physics concept unchanged. As a result, McCullough 
discovered that on average female students perform the same on the FCI as GFCI, 
whereas male students performed poorly on GFCI compared with FCI (McCullough, 
2004). This meta-analysis will investigate content of FCI as a potential moderator in 
gender gap on the FCI.   
Since 1995 when the final version of FCI was developed, there have been many 
studies investigating gender gap between the scores of male and female students who 
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were being assessed using the concept inventory. Some studies indicated that the gap is 
not significant, whereas some studies found that the gender gap is wide and statistically 
significant. Some researchers were interested to discover the main factors behind the 
gap such as content of the test, culture of the students, and the instructional methods. As 
expected, the results were not conclusive and uniform in all the studies. As a result, 
performing a meta-analysis that compute the average effect size as well as studying the 
effect of moderator variables on the gender gap is necessary.  
Research Questions 
The meta-analysis will address the following research questions: 
1. What is the average effect size for the gender gap on the FCI? 
2. To what extent does the magnitude and direction of gender gap on the FCI vary 
as a function of the school level? 
3. To what extent does the magnitude and direction of gender gap on the FCI  
depend on the teaching methods? 
4. To what extent does the variation of culture effect the gender gap on the FCI? 
5. To what extent does the change of content of the FCI effect the gender gap? 
Significance of the Study 
Instructors and researchers must be aware of the existence of the gender gap and 
its complexity in FCI. Particularly when interpreting the results of the FCI, the 
researcher or instructor should not ignore the magnitude and the direction of gender gap. 
Understanding the effect of potential moderators such as students’ grade level, 
instructional methods, test content, and culture of students on the gender gap on the FCI 
can provide a better perspective for physics educators and researchers. Physics teachers 
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can design their lectures based on the students’ understanding of physical world, their 
gender, and their level of maturity to provide optimal learning opportunities for all 
students. If the results of meta-analysis indicate culturally differences on the FCI then 
physics teachers who teach in a culturally diverse environment must use multiple 
examples that are familiar to all their students rather than certain group of them. If the 
gender gap is found to be lessened by a neutral version of FCI in a highly concentrated 
female class, physics teachers should develop a neutral version of FCI rather than the 
original version. Instructional methods must be designed that help students’ effective 
learning regardless of their gender to reduce the gender gap on the FCI. Furthermore, 
understanding the effect of potential moderators in gender gap helps Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) professional developers to construct short 
courses or sessions to help educators to design more neutral lectures. 
Definition of Terms 
There may be other definitions for the terms used in the literature, but the 
definitions used here are the ones that apply to this study. 
Average normalized gain <g> is the ratio of the actual average gain to the maximum 
possible average gain (Hake, 1998). 
Content of FCI refers to the words or images being used to define a physical system 
used in the question. 
Culture has been defined by Klingner and Soltero-Gonzalez (2009) as human beliefs, 
values, the ways in which people relate to others, and how people learn. This meta-
analysis considers students from international countries culturally different from the 
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United States students. International countries used in this meta-analysis are Canada, 
India, Japan and the United Kingdom. 
Force Concept Inventory (FCI) is a test measuring the concepts of Newtonian mechanics 
in introductory physics courses. FCI was developed by Hestenes, Wells, and 
Swackhamer in 1992. 
Gender Gap in this meta-analysis is defined as the discrepancy on the FCI scores 
between males and females.  
Interactive-engagement methods are student-centered methods that are part of modeling 
instruction and are designed to help conceptual understanding through the interactive 
engagement of students with immediate feedback through discussion with peers, 
instructors, or both (Hake, 1998). 
Introductory physics covers concepts involving vectors, linear and rotational kinematics, 
forces and Newton’s laws of motion, work and energy, momentum and collisions, 
principles of conservation of momentum and kinetic energy, and simple harmonic 
motion. 
Newtonian mechanics is an area in introductory physics that focuses on forces causing 
the motion and their interaction in a system. 
Physics courses are offered as conceptual, algebra-based, and calculus-based physics. In 
most high schools, students can enroll in conceptual physics courses where they can 
learn about concepts of physics including general mechanics and electromagnetism with 
limited mathematics. In college, however, conceptual physics course is a three-unit 
course with a one-unit lab where students can have more hands-on experiments. 
Algebra-based physics courses are two semesters with lab courses offered for students 
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who major in soft sciences such as biology, chemistry, and radiology. Calculus-based 
physics courses are mostly three semesters with lab courses offered for students who 
major in engineering, mathematics, and physics. Some schools require students to enroll 
in only one semester of introductory physics courses with the lab. Based on the 
requirement of those schools, students enroll in either algebra- or calculus-based 
introductory physics courses where they study kinematics, dynamics such as Newtonian 
mechanics. 
The traditional teaching method is a method that uses little or no interactive engagement 
in the class and relies primarily on passive-student lectures, recipe labs, and algorithmic-
problem exams (Hake, 1998).  
Summary 
 As number of studies on gender gap on the FCI continues to increase, different 
strategies to narrow the gender gap were introduced. Some studies investigated the 
effect of teaching methods on the gender gap and some studies examined the 
effectiveness of revised copy of FCI on the gender gap. This meta-analysis collected and 
investigate primary research onto different strategies to reduce the gender gap in the 
FCI. In addition to investigate the strategies, this meta-analysis explored the moderator 
variables that can effect the gender gap in addition to teaching methods, and revised 
FCI. Results of this meta-analysis, within the limitation, informs physics educators 
about the factors that can narrow the gender gap in the FCI. 
Study Organization 
 Chapter I presented the research problem, purpose of the study, the theoretical 
rationale, background and need, and the research questions for the average effect sizes 
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on pre- and posttests on the FCI. Chapter II includes the review of the literature that 
focuses on the moderator variables, including school level, teaching methods, culture of 
the students taking FCI, and content of FCI. Chapter III focuses on the methodology for 
the study. Detailed procedures conducting the meta-analysis including the research 
design, data sources and search strategies, inclusion and exclusion criteria, coding 
protocols, and data analysis are presented in this chapter. Chapter IV contains the results 
of meta-analysis including descriptive information, central tendencies and heterogeneity, 
and moderator analysis. Chapter V presents the conclusion and discussion on the results 
and includes the recommendations for future search. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The purpose of this meta-analysis is to assess the average effect size for the gender 
gap on the FCI among high-school and college physics students in the United States and 
international countries. The specific goal of this meta-analysis is to investigate potential 
moderators that affect the gender gap in the FCI such as grade level, teaching methods, 
culture, and content of the test. 
The purpose of this chapter is to expand on the concepts presented in chapter I. The 
first part of this chapter will focus on Force Concept Inventory (FCI) test as an 
independent variable and gender gap issue as a dependent variable. Next, the moderator 
variables, such as teaching methods, test’s content, and students’ culture and their effect 
on the gender gap on the FCI will be presented.  
Force Concept Inventory (FCI) 
A concept inventory is a multiple-choice test that is used to assess if a student has 
basic knowledge about a specific set of concepts in a specific area. For example, a physics 
concept inventory assesses the students’ knowledge in physics. Concept inventories are 
being designed in different areas of mathematics and science such as chemistry, physics, 
biology, and computer science. In physics, the first concept inventory was designed and 
developed by Hestenes, Halloun, Wells, and Swackhamer in 1992 and revised in 1995 by 
Halloun, Hake, Mossca, and Hestenes. The authors called the concept inventory the Force  
Concept Inventory because it evaluates students’ basic knowledge on Newtonian 
Mechanics that focuses on force concept. 
Physics educators use the FCI to assess students’ prior knowledge, to compare 
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Table 1  
Newtonian Concepts in the Inventory 
 Adapted from Force Concept Inventory (Hestenes et al., 1992) 
different teaching methods, and to measure the students’ learning throughout the semester 
with a pretest and posttest. Table 1 was provided by the authors of the FCI (Hestenes et 
al., 1992). In that table, the authors classified the Newtonian concepts along with the 
inventory items where they appear. From a physics educator's point of view, the questions 
look extremely easy and trivial; however, the poor performance by the students proves 
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that they use commonsense alternatives typically labeled as a misconception to the 
Newtonian concepts (Hestenes et al., 1992).  To test the validity of the FCI the test 
designers compared the results of posttest scores for seven different professors with more 
than thousand students in total and observed almost same identical scores (Hestenes et al., 
1992). No data exists on the FCI’s reliability or its internal consistency; furthermore the  
puzzling conclusion in investigation of reliability of FCI indicates that although 
individual FCI responses are not reliable, the FCI total score is highly reliable (Lasry et 
al., 2011)
Gender Differences in Multiple Choice Tests 
Multiple-choice tests became popular as the class sizes and teaching loads 
increased. In some science courses such as physics and chemistry, there is a need to 
evaluate students’ conceptual learning as well as problem-solving ability. Multiple-choice 
tests can be a useful tool to evaluate students’ conceptual understanding of the subject. In 
those conceptual questions, no advanced calculations or advanced mathematical 
knowledge is required. For example, to evaluate the students’ understanding of concept 
of vector one can use the following multiple- choice question: Which of the following 
options is a vector quantity? 
A) Time B) Mass C) Temperature D) Weight E) Volume
One of the great advantages of multiple-choice questions is that if they are well-
written, they can move students to a higher order of thinking rather than evaluate their 
memorized facts (Xu & Kauer, 2016). A bank of multiple-choice physics questions 
developed by teachers can be used in different classes regardless of students’ 
mathematical level.  
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One of the challenges in developing a multiple-choice test is making one in which 
both male and female students perform equally well or poorly. Studies have shown that 
female students react differently from male students when it comes to responding to 
multiple-choice questions (Baldiga, 2014). Researchers have explored that male students 
are more willing to guess on multiple-choice questions than female students when there is 
a penalty for the wrong answers; furthermore, they noticed that when penalty is not 
imposed in the test the gender gap decreases noticeably (Karimi & Biria 2017). Female 
students showed that they are low risk-takers and leave questions unanswered more 
frequently and skip more difficult questions than their male counterparts (Riener & 
Wagner, 2017).  
Multiple-choice tests are popular for their easy, objective, and no bias scoring 
(Laprise, 2012). One must not forget, however that the questions and distracters are being 
made by humans who make subjective decisions. The terms used in the questions or 
answers can be interpreted differently by male and female students. A test designed by a 
male instructor may have different outcomes than the same test designed by a female 
instructor. A male instructor may use terms that are more familiar to the male than the 
female population and vice versa.  
The constant difference between male and female scores on the FCI led to interest 
in investigating the gender gap. Multiple studies indicated that specific items on the FCI 
may not be fair across genders (Traxler et al., 2018; McCullough, 1996, 2001, 2002, 
2004, 2011). For example, question 23 on the FCI uses words such as rockets, drift, 
thrust, and rocket engine that might be more challenging and unfamiliar to female 
students than male students. That question has been observed to have a wide gender gap 
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in students’ responses as female students score lower on this item compared with male 
students (Traxler et al., 2018). To reduce the gender gap in some questions like question 
23 McCullough (2011) revised the questions in more gender-neutral form. As a result, the 
gender gap decreased statistically significant, however after more investigation she 
concluded that the gender gap narrowed not as a result of female students’ strong 
performance but as a result of male students’ weak performance. Undoubtedly, the 
difference between male and female students’ reactions toward and this understanding of 
multiple-choice questions makes it difficult if not impossible for developing a well-
written multiple-choice test.  
                       The Gender Gap on the FCI 
In 1995, Patricia Heller and Douglas Huffman published their paper in which they  
discussed the gender gap on the FCI, that was designed to assess the students’ Newtonian 
and non-Newtonian conception of force. The designers of the FCI claimed that their 
findings lead to the general conclusion that the FCI is a reliable and a useful test available 
for introductory physics teachers (Hestenes et al. 1992). Patricia Heller and Douglas 
Huffman (1995), however, criticized the authors for not providing evidence that the FCI 
measures a force concept. Based on their factor analysis results, they concluded that the 
FCI does not measure the concepts it claims. (Huffman & Heller, 1995). In the meantime, 
many studies tried to investigate the gender gap in scores on the FCI using both pre- and 
posttest (Bates et al. 2013; Blue & Heller, 2004; Brewer et al. 2010). Many studies 
observed the evidence of a wide gender gap on the FCI (Henderson & Stewart, 2017; 
Maries et al. 2017; Noack, 2009). The researchers tried to explain the gender gap as a 
reason of lack of strong background in both mathematics and physics, ineffective 
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instructional methods such as teacher-centered method as opposed to student-centered 
method, culture of the students, and content of the test (Blue & Heller, 2004; Doctor & 
Heller, 2008; Kost et al., 2009; Traxler et al., 2018) . In 2004, Jennifer Blue and Patricia 
Heller performed a study in which they tried to answer the question: “if men and women 
have the same background when they start their introductory physics course, will there be 
differences in how much physics they learned by the end of the course?” (p. 1).To answer 
the question, the students were asked to fill out a demographic questionnaire and a 
questionnaire about their locus of control over their own grades and take three ungraded 
pretests: the FCI, a free-response conceptual pretest, and a problem-solving pretest.  
The matched sample was chosen such that male and female students had minimal 
differences at the start of the course. At the end of the semester, the posttest FCI scores of 
males and females in the matched sample were compared with a matched-sample t test. 
The matched sample t test (t (19) = − 0.80) indicated that there were no overall 
statistically significant differences between male and female FCI scores. Therefore, they 
concluded that the gender gap in the scores was not related to the biological differences 
between male and female students, rather it was due to the differences between male and 
female students’ background in physics.   
Docktor and Heller (2008) studied data for a decade (1997 – 2007) from 5,636 
students at the University of Minnesota. Twenty-two percent of those students were 
females, and 78% were males. The data included 40 classes taught by 22 different 
instructors teaching introductory calculus-based physics course designed for science and 
engineering students. The courses were taught using cooperative-group problem solving 
that was a structured environment where students practiced problem solving with their 
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peers in a group of three or four members. The group members were the same as the 
laboratory and discussion sessions. In discussion sections, students in each group 
constructed a solution for a single content-rich physics problem that included a 
motivation and a realistic content part. Students were not permitted to consult with their 
textbook or notes; however, they were allowed to discuss with each other and use their 
existing knowledge to explain and justify their solution. The problems were designed to 
be difficult for an individual to solve during the group session, but very manageable to be 
solved by the group. Students were placed in the groups by their instructors at the 
beginning of the semester such that each group included three mixed performance (high, 
medium, and low ability) students. When possible, all groups were structured to include 
at least two female students. Groups changed four times throughout the semester on 
average once after each test.  The data included the pre- and posttest results of the FCI. 
The FCI was given to the introductory physics students in the first week of the term and 
the posttest was given in the last week of the term. The pretest gender difference in mean 
FCI scores was 15.3% with the standard deviation of 0.5%, compare with 13.4% posttest 
gender difference in the mean with 0.6% standard deviation. The results indicated that 
there was a statistically significant gap between male and female students in both pre- 
and posttest FCI scores based on a nonparametric test. Conversely, by examining the 
students’ course grade they concluded that there is no statistically significant gender 
difference in the overall students’ performance in the class due to the inclusion of 
laboratory reports and other participation grades in the final course grade.  
A review of the literature of 26 published articles, which studied gender gap in 
FCI, Force Mechanics Concept Evaluation, Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment, 
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and the Conceptual Survey of Electricity and Magnetism, was performed by Madsen et 
al. (2013). The review of the studies indicated that there was always a gender gap 
favoring males on the pretest with the weighted average value of 12.36% ranging from 
10% to 18.7%. The gender gap on the pretest occurred at different institutions (national 
and international) with different instructors and students’ population across a wide range 
of pretest scores. Additionally, they discovered that female students, on average, perform 
poorly compare with male students on every question on the FCI; however, the 
magnitude of poor performance was different for each question. The gender gap on the 
posttest was more variable than that on the pretest. The weighted average posttest gender 
gap was 10.81% ranging from 1.5% to 15%. Studying the change of gender gap from pre- 
to posttest throughout a semester, Madsen et al. observed that several studies indicated 
that gender gap increased ranging from 1.2% to 8.7%. Other studies found the FCI 
gender gap decreased ranging from 0.6% to 8.6% (Docktor & Heller, 2008; Lorenzo, 
Crouch, & Mazur, 2006).  
In addition to studying the magnitude of normalized gain, Madsen et al. (2013) 
Investigated the factors that might contribute to the gender gap on the FCI. They 
categorized the factors as assessments, teaching method or instructor, sociocultural 
factors, and questions construction. In their review of literature, they discovered that the 
results of Lawson test of scientific reasoning demonstrated an inconclusive effect on the 
gender gap. They also found that item analysis by students’ ability as well as questions 
based on the everyday life and feminine question content have no effect on the gender 
gap. Furthermore, they noticed that problem-solving pretest, free-response conceptual 
pretest, SAT mathematics score, interactive engagement instruction, students’ rating of 
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belief in their answer, and locus of control over their own grades effected the gender gap 
(Blue, 2004; Brewe et al., 2010; Coletta, Dietz et al., 2012; Docktor & Heller, 2008; 
Lorenzo, Crouch & Mazur, 2006; McCullough & Meltzer, 2001; McCullough, 2011; 
McCaskey & Elby, 2005; Osborn, Meltzer & Romanowicz, 2011; Phillips & Steinert, 
2012).   
In summary, the review indicated that although gender gap was presented in the 
FCI’s pre- and posttest results, no single factor was sufficient to explain the gap.  The 
authors suggested that the observed gender gap was most likely due to the combination of 
small factors rather than one specific factor.  
Content of FCI and Gender Gap 
Traxler et al. (2018) investigated gender fairness on the FCI in three samples of 
FCI pretest (N = 5,391) and posttest (N = 5,769) data. The samples were collected from 
students enrolled in calculus-based introductory physics course at four U.S. universities. 
They employed Classical Test Theory (CTT), Item Response Theory (IRT), and 
Differential Item Functioning (DIF) analysis to investigate if the items are equally fair for 
males and females. In their study, they explored item fairness, and test-construction 
fairness as two dimensions of fairness. To study item and test-construction fairness they 
used psychometric and gender disaggregation  
while considering a binary view of gender in physics. They defined a “fair” item as an 
item that both males and females have equal ability and chance to answer correctly.  
Samples 1 and 2 had both pre- and posttest’s results, but no posttest results were 
reported for sample 3. Analysis of the data indicated female students reduced the pretest 
gender gap of 11% to 8% in the posttest, and in sample 2, the gender gap dropped from 
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12% on the pretest to 11% on the posttest. In sample 3, the gender gap on the posttest was 
reported at 13%. The results of CTT indicated that overall items 5, 11, 17, 18, and 26 in 
both samples 1 and 2 pretests and item 12 in all samples’ posttests were identified as 
difficult. The results of the CTT and IRT plots indicated that most items are significantly 
unfair to females and five items 14, 21, 22, 23, and 27 stood out as substantially unfair to 
females. The results of Differential Item Functioning (DIF) showed that eight items 
demonstrated large DIF with items 9 and 15 were biased in favor of female students and 
seven items demonstrated low to moderate DIF. 
In their study, Traxler et al., (2018) concluded that FCI contains items that are 
substantially unfair to females and includes two items that are biased in favor of males. 
They also concluded that the problematic items are consistent with previous studies 
findings. In their study, they observed that removing all the gender unfair items reduced 
the gender gap by half.  
School Level and Gender Gap on the FCI 
 As a developmental psychologist, Piaget postulate the existence of cognitive 
structures. Structures, from Piaget’s point of view, are organizational properties of 
intelligence that can change and develop with age (Flavell, 1963). Piaget believed that 
every child develops through continues transformation of thought process. The period of 
developmental stages may be different from one child to another, but no child can skip a 
stage (Weinert & Helmke, 1998). The difference in the length of completing a 
developmental stage depends on the maturity, experience, culture, and child’s ability 
(Papila & Olds, 1996). Piaget had identified four primary stages of development: 
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sensorimotor, pre-operational, concrete operational, and formal operational (Ojose, 
2008). 
 To increase the educational experience of a student the cognitive structure of a 
learner must be aligned with the logical structure of the discipline. Because the paradigms 
in classical physics are relatively constant, the variables in educational process can be 
identified as cognitive structures of students (Griffiths, 1976). Kuhn (1970) defined 
paradigm as examples of actual scientific practices that include law, theory, application, 
and instrumentation. The examples provide a content and model for future problem-
solving. College physics instructors assume that students are capable of operating at the 
level of formal operational stage that is the last stage of cognitive development for Piaget.   
 In his research paper, Griffiths (1976), concludes that the majority of students 
lack the necessary cognitive development and demonstrate behaviors that prevent their 
intellectual growth. More specifically, he concluded that most students are characterized 
at best as being in the concrete operational stage or in the process of transition to the 
formal operational stage. Therefore, in introductory physics courses, one can observe a 
conflict between the logical structures of the discipline and the cognitive development of 
the students. Kuhn et al., (1971) studied the presence of formal-operational-thought 
structures in normal adolescents and adults and concluded that at least 60% of the 
college-age students did not achieve the criteria (Griffiths, 1976).  
The study performed by Cohen and Hillman (1977) on 195 students also indicated 
that college students enrolled in physics classes were in different developmental levels of 
cognitive ability determined by Piaget’s classification. In their paper, the authors 
concluded that the level of cognitive development was not a factor to predict the students’ 
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success in the physics courses. However, they believed that considering the final course 
grade might not be a good and valid measurement tool for assessing the students’ 
achievement. Coletta, et. al., (2007) measured the intellectual-development level of the 
students based on the Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning. Lawson Test is a 
multiple-choice test that includes questions on conservation, proportional thinking, 
identification of variables, probabilistic thinking, and hypothetical-deductive reasoning. 
Lawson Test can identify the intellectual development of the students based on Piaget's 
developmental stages (Kalman, 2008, p. 28). The study indicated that there was a very 
strong correlation between normalized gain (r = 0.54) on the FCI scores and pre-
instruction scores on Lawson’s Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning. The researchers 
observed that the upper quartile by Lawson score (averaging about 90%) received an 
average of 0.6 on normalized gain and the lowest quartile by Lawson score (averaging 
about 45%) received and an average of less than 0.3 on normalized gain (Coletta, et. al., 
2007). In their study, they concluded that regardless of teaching methods students who 
have higher cognitive development will have higher average normalized gain.  
In their paper, Blue and Heller (2003) tried to answer the question that whether 
there will be any difference between males and females’ learning at the end of the 
semester if match male and female students. The pairs were matched based on three 
pretest scores, three high school background characteristics, their year in college, and 
their locus of control over their grades. The answer to their question can determine 
whether there will be gender gap between male and female students when both genders 
have relatively same level of cognitive development at the beginning of the semester. To 
answer their question, they used matched samples. The results of their study based on the 
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post-test of FCI scores indicated that there is no overall statistically significant difference 
between the FCI scores of males and females. Therefore, they concluded that when males 
and females are matched on their high school background there is no difference in post-
test physics performance. The results of their study indicate that the gender gap observed 
in most studies is a result of social and cultural gender differences rather than biological 
gender differences (Blue & Heller, 2003).  
 There are many studies done regarding the scores on the FCI based on the 
students’ development and or prior knowledge and the gender gap on the FCI. The 
studies examined multiple moderators affecting the scores and the gender gap such as 
instructional methods and prior knowledge. For this reason, those papers will be reviewed 
under the Interactive Engagement topic. 
Teaching Methods 
The unsatisfactory outcome of instruction in introductory physics is a common 
result among physics educators. Most physics teachers blame students’ prior 
mathematical knowledge for their poor performance in physics. Hestenes (1987), 
however, identified traditional physics instruction as the main source of students’ poor 
performance. He proposed the question whether instruction can be designed such that the 
students can learn physics more effectively.  
Hake (1998) defined interactive engagement (IE) as methods that are designed to 
promote the students’ understanding of conceptual physics. In IE methods, the teachers 
combined hands-on activities with the lecture that results in immediate feedback through 
the session by the instructor, peers, or both. On the contrary, traditional methods were 
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defined as methods that are designed such that the instructors rely primary on lectures, 
organized and recipe labs, and structured exams.  
In his study, Hake (1998) compared the results of pre- and posttest scores on the 
FCI of 62 introductory physics courses with N = 6,542 students. Fourteen traditional 
courses (N = 2,084) which made little to no use of IE were compared with 48 courses (N 
= 4,458) that made use of IE methods. In his survey of mechanics test data, Hake 
analyzed the results of the FCI or Mechanics Diagnostic test, an older version of the FCI, 
over diverse student population in high schools, colleges, and universities. To analyze the 
data, Hake used average normalized gain to compare the gain between traditional and IE 
methods. Hake defined <g> ≥ .7 as “High-g,”  .7> <g> ≥ .3 as “Medium-g,” and <g> < .3 
as “Low-g.” The results of his survey indicated that all 14 traditional courses fell in the 
Low-g range with average normalized gain of .23 and standard deviation of .04. At the 
same time, the 48 IE courses had an average normalized gain of .48 with standard 
deviation of .14 that placed them at the Medium-g range. Based on the results of his 
survey, Hake concluded that the average gain in IE courses were almost two standard 
deviations higher than the traditional method courses, which implies that IE strategies can 
enhance students’ learning and problem-solving ability.  
Von Korff et al. (2016) conducted a secondary analysis on published and data 
about FCI and Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation scores and gains in introductory 
physics courses. They used 63 peer reviewed papers and conference proceedings that 
reported data using FCI. The papers represented 432 classes and about 31,000 students  
from 1992 to 2014. To analyze the data, they used normalized gain and compared the 
pre- and posttest scores on the FCI. The secondary analysis of the papers indicated 
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Table 2  





  Pretest (%) 
 
Average Lawson Score (%) 
Average   Normalized 
Gain              SD 
1 23 48 .25              .04 
2 21 76 .44              .05 
3 45 69 .30              .04 
4 58 91 .59              .06 
    
that traditional methods had an average normalized gain of .22 compared with .39 
average normalized gain in IE methods. In their study, Von Korff et al. concluded that IE 
methods produced higher student learning gains than traditional lecture- based 
instruction. 
In their study, Coletta and Phillips (2005) examined and compared the normalized 
gain and pre-instructions scores on the FCI for student in introductory physics course at 
four universities. Two thousand six hundred eighty-nine students in 31 classes were 
included in this study. All the instructors included in the study practiced IE methods in 
their introductory physics courses. Coletta and Phillips also examined the students’ 
development using Lawson’s classroom test of scientific reasoning. The data presented in 
their paper is summarized in Table 2. Based on the results, they concluded that there was 
a stronger relationship between average normalized gain and Lawson test scores than 
between normalized gain and average FCI pretest scores. For example, even though 
university 3 had greater average FCI pretest scores (45) than university 2 (21), university 
3 had smaller average normalized gain (.30 vs. .44) and average Lawson score (69 vs. 
76).  Their results also indicated that all the schools except university 1 had medium gain. 
Therefore, they concluded that IE methods produced higher gains and suggested that 
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using Lawson’s test along with the FCI gain could define the effectiveness of IE 
instructional method.  
A review of the literature of 26 published articles, was performed by Madsen et al. 
(2013) in which they compared normalized gain between the pre- and posttest scores on 
the FCI. Normalized gain is a conventional method used in science to study the 
effectiveness of educational interventions such as teaching methods. The results indicated 
that the weighted normalized average gain for the FCI was 0.40 for female and .48 for 
male students. The weighted average difference is 0.08 with a range from – 0.01 to 0.16. 
In their review, Madsen et al. found that the gender gap on normalized gain was much 
smaller than the difference between the average normalized gain in interactive 
engagement (0.48) and traditional methods (0.23) reported by Hake (1998). The results 
implied that teaching methods have greater effect on the FCI’s scores than gender 
differences.   
Culture and Gender Gap on the FCI 
A good assessment and test must recognize different cultures and respect the 
traditions and beliefs of the students. A good assessment also must be understood by 
students consistently regardless of their cultures. A few studies have examined the gender 
gap on the FCI and its relation to the culture of the students. 
The Force Concept Inventory has been studied for many years as a test in which 
male and female students perform differently where male students outperform female 
students. Factors connected with the gender gap on FCI can be students’ cognitive 
development or prior knowledge, teaching methods, culture of the students, and content 
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  Figure 1. Picture from a question on the FCI 
of the test. Buck et. al., (2002) found that male students show a tendency to do better on 
questions in content areas favoring their gender. For example, male students perform  
better on questions relating war, history, and politics, and female students tend to perform 
better on questions relating to literature, religion, and females’ issues.  
By studying the content in physics problems, Rennie and Parker (1993) concluded 
that teachers can create a gender-neutral assessment by considering the appropriate 
language, stereotype, and content. Enderstein, et. al., (1998) in a South Africa study of  
content found out that changing the content of a physics question can affect the responses 
they receive from the students. Another example of a change of content is given by 
McCullough (2004) as her colleague in Thailand refers to this image on FCI as being 
interpreted as rude. The question refers to the situation when a person putting his bare 
feet on another person’s knees (Figure 1). Because the figure by itself was not culturally 
accepted, it affected the students’ response to that question. 
Revised Force Concept Inventory (RFCI) was developed by McCullough (2004) 
by replacing male-oriented contents with female-oriented ones. The results indicated that 
male students scored lower than FCI compared with females. Scoring lower by male 
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students decreased the gender gap. As a result, McCullough (2004) concluded that the 
content does interact with gender to affect how students perform on the test question. 
However, regarding the female students the revised test did not improve their scores. 
The underlying issues of gender gap on the FCI have many implications for 
physics educators. As mentioned in this chapter gender gap regardless of its magnitude is 
always presented on the FCI. Many studies and reviews presented in this chapter 
indicated that male students perform better than female students on the FCI. Culture of 
the students and content of test are two important factors that can effect the magnitude of 
the gap. The content of the test as well as the culture of the students can effect their 
understanding and interpretation of the problem. By learning more about content bias and 
how females think differently than males’ educators can design a better test that actually 
measures the students’ understanding of physics regardless of their gender.  
Culture of the students can be reflected by their race. Most studies used in the 
present meta-analysis did not include any information regarding the race of the students. 
Therefore, to study the effect of culture on gender-gap on the FCI this study used 




The purpose of this meta-analysis was to assess the average effect size for the 
gender gap in the FCI for high-school and college students in the United States and 
international countries. The specific goal of this meta-analysis was to investigate potential 
moderators that affect the gender gap in the FCI such as grade level, teaching methods, 
culture, and content of the test. Experimental and quasi-experimental studies that focus on 
investigating gender gap in the FCI used in introductory physics to assess students’ prior 
knowledge or learning were included. This chapter includes the methodology of the study 
such as literature search, coding the research studies, analyzing the studies, and 
calculating the average effect size in the studies. Furthermore, the research design, 
general characteristics of studies that were included in this study and inclusion and 
exclusion criteria are presented in this chapter. The meta-analysis was conducted 
according to the procedures and recommendations by Lipsey and Wilson (2001), Hedges 
and Olkin (1985), Glass, McGaw, and Smith (1981), and Card (2012). The criteria for 
inclusion and exclusion of the studies were based on the recommendations by Glass et al. 
(1981) in Meta-Analysis in Social Research and Lipsey and Wilson (2001) in Practical 
Meta-Analysis.  The average effect sizes were computed based on the equations provided 
in Card (2012), Lipsey and Wilson (2001), and Hedges and Olkin (1985). The coding 
procedures for this meta-analysis was based on the coding protocols presented in Lipsey 
and Wilson (2001) and Cooper, Hedges, and Valentine (2009). 
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Research Design 
This study employed a meta-analysis design to summarize and compare the results 
of experimental and quasi-experimental studies investigating the gender gap in Physics 
Force Concept Inventory (FCI) for high-school and college students and to investigate 
potential moderators that affect the gender gap such as culture, grade level, content of the 
test, and teaching methods. The meta-analysis included studies from the United States 
and international countries that are published as early as 1995 when the FCI was designed 
and used to assess students’ understanding of Newtonian mechanics.  
Meta-analysis is a form of survey research in which the results of research are 
surveyed (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001); however, not all literature reviews focusing on the 
research outcomes are called meta-analysis. Glass (1976) defined meta-analysis as 
analysis of analysis. In meta-analysis, the data from the primary studies are reanalyzed for 
the purpose of answering original research questions or answering new questions (Glass 
et al., 1981). The primary studies are referred to studies through which the researcher 
collects data and then analyze these data to provide answers to the research questions. The 
analysis of data in primary research is called primary analysis (Card, 2012). Secondary 
analysis refers to re-analysis of the primary data to answer different research questions or 
to answer the same questions in different way. Card (2012) defined meta-analysis as a 
method that involves the statistical analysis of the results from more than one study. The 
focus of meta-analysis is on the results of primary studies rather than the raw data that are 
unavailable. A powerful meta-analysis may allow a researcher to reach conclusions 
regarding empirical research; however, it cannot overcome the limitations and problems 
that exist in the primary studies (Card, 2012). Meta-analysis compares the results of a 
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group of studies in the form of effect sizes. Lipsey and Wilson (2001) defined effect size 
as a statistic that encodes the critical quantities information from each relevant study 
finding. Cohen (1988, p. 9) defined effect size as “the degree to which the null hypothesis 
is false.” The null hypothesis assumes that there is no difference between specific 
populations due to sampling or experimental error. As a result, the null hypothesis 
assumes that the effect size is zero. Therefore, if null hypothesis is false, the magnitude of 
effect size is nonzero. One of the advantages of meta-analysis is that it allows the 
researcher to analyze the results of studies with small sample sizes that are too small to 
show statistically significant findings on their own (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001).   
 Comparing the effect sizes among all the eligible studies for this meta-analysis 
allowed the researcher to answer broader research questions than the individual studies. 
Furthermore, this meta-analysis was able to evaluate the results of the eligible studies 
using effect sizes in a different way than a simple qualitative review of primary studies. 
  In the current meta-analysis, the effect sizes for all the gender gaps in FCI 
performance was computed separately for eligible studies. In addition, the average effect 
sizes between pretest and posttest were compared where the effect of teaching method 
was studied.  
Data Sources and Search Strategies 
 To be included in this meta-analysis the following steps and conditions were 
considered: 
1. National and international studies published from 1995 when the FCI was 
developed and used until 2019 and reported in English. Five articles included in this 
meta-analysis reported very large sample size (n > 500). Three of those articles had very 
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large sample sizes due to 6 to 14 years of data collection. Two other articles included 
studies done in shorter time but in multiple large universities. Almost all articles were 
published within 1 to 2 years of study, however one study including the results from 
1995 to 1997 was published in 2006. 
2. Studies that assessed male and female students’ knowledge in Newtonian
physics before or after the instruction using the FCI. 
3. Studies involved high-school students and college students in all countries.
To locate the possible studies for inclusion in this meta-analysis, the following steps 
were taken: 
1. Searches for key words were conducted within Educational Resource
Information Center (ERIC),  Physical Review Physics Education Research, Physical 
Review Special Topics Physics Education Research, American Journal of Physics, 
American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT), PsychInfo, Google Scholar, 
International Journal of Educational Research (IJER), European Journal of Physics 
Education (EJPE), Physics Education Research (PER), ProQuest Dissertation and 
Theses, and Dissertation Abstracts for review articles and empirical studies on gender 
difference in learning and assessment. Search terms included exact or combinations of 
the following terms: gender gap in science, science assessment, force concept inventory 
in physics, meta-analysis + force concept inventory, gender gap + learning and 
instruction + science, gender gap + students’ scores + science, gender differences + 
science education, science learning, physics learning, introductory physics, force 
concept inventory + high-school, force concept inventory + college, and cognitive 















Figure 2. Summary of selection process used in current study. 
2. Bibliography sections of textbooks and highly cited books in the field of 
physics education and gender differences in science assessments were used for 
references to relevant study candidates. 
3. Reference sections of highly cited articles in the field of physics education and 
Force Concept Inventory were examined to identify and locate more studies for possible 
inclusion in the meta-analysis. 
4. References for studies that meet the criteria for inclusion were searched. 
5. If there were any authors who were found to be publishing consistently in the 
area, they were contacted for any unpublished studies and additional research in their 
field. Laura McCullough was specifically contacted for more studies on FCI vs. RFCI.  
Initial search, potentially 
relevant studies retrieved. 




N = 46 
Studies included for future 
screening.  
N = 32 
Studies included in present 
meta-analysis. 
N = 22 
Studies Excluded: 
Duplicated studies  
n = 3 
Studies Excluded: 
Not reporting number of male 
and female students 
n = 11 
or not reporting statistical 
information for ES calculations 
n = 3  
 
Studies Excluded: 
Using physics concept 
inventories other than FCI 
n = 10 
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6. A total of 22 articles were included in the data set for analysis. Many articles
included multiple studies that were helpful for analyzing the effect of moderator 
variables on the effect sizes. From the 22 articles 34 studies reported the pretest and 43 
studies reported posttest results on the FCI and RFCI.  Figure 2 illustrates the process of 
inclusion and exclusion. 
Publication Bias 
The main concern in this meta-analysis was the publication bias that refers to the 
studies with no statistically significant results or statistically significant results in 
negative direction that possibly not being published (Card, 2012). The publication bias 
could threaten the validity of the results in this meta-analysis. In some cases, a good 
quality and peer reviewed study could be unqualified to be published in the journal due 
to its focus on certain issue that is not align with the publishers’ interest or focus 
(Cooper, 2010). Rosenthal (1979) referred to qualified unpublished studies as “file 
drawer problem” whereas Card (2012) termed it publication bias. Although publication 
bias could be a serious threat to meta-analysis, systematic methods for obtaining the 
qualified studies could reduce the threat.  
The initial search in the present meta-analysis resulted in 49 articles. Three 
studies were duplicated studies (different title re-published in different years). 
Researchers included more information in their studies; however, the new information 
were not helpful to the meta-analysis therefore they were eliminated as duplicated 
studies. Eleven studies were excluded from the remaining studies due to the lack of 
focus on gender of students and not reporting the number of males and females. Three 
studies were eliminated because they did not have enough statistical data for calculating 
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effect sizes. The authors of those studies were contacted, however they did not provide 
the data or not responded to the email. Ten studies were removed because they were 
using other physics concept inventories or using only some questions from the FCI 
rather than the complete test. After the process of elimination 22 articles were included 
in the present meta-analysis (Table 1). Card (2012) described the following six 
approaches to manage publication bias: moderator analysis, funnel plots, regression 
analysis, fail-safe N, trim and fill, and weighted selection approaches. In this meta-
analysis fail-safe N approach as well as funnel plots were used to reduce the effect of 
publication bias.  
Fail-Safe N   
 Sampling bias toward studies with statistically significant results is a great concern 
of meta-analysis (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). Fail-safe N is the number of excluded studies 
with overall average effect size of zero that would have to be included in the meta-
analysis to lower the average effect size to a nonsignificant level (Card, 2012). This meta-
analysis presented the publication bias issue due to the inclusion of unpublished 
dissertations and studies. Twenty-three percent of studies included in this meta-analysis 
were unpublished dissertations, yet there could exist other studies such as personal studies 
by individual instructors or studies with statistically nonsignificant results that were not 
published. The fail-safe N for the current meta-analysis was calculated using the formula 
provided by Lipsey and Wilson (2001) in Practical Meta-Analysis. The results of the 
Fail-safe N statistics revealed approximately 71 studies including pretest and 69 studies 
including posttest data with statistically nonsignificant results would be needed to lower  
the average effect size for pretests and posttests on the FCI for present meta-analysis to a 
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statistically nonsignificant level. 
Funnel Plots 
Funnel plots are useful for detecting potential bias of studies with small samples. 
Small sample sizes have greater variability among the effect sizes than those with larger 
sample sizes (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). Publication bias can cause asymmetrical funnel 
plots where less points (i.e., few studies) fall bellow the average effect size in small 
sample sizes. Figure 3 represents the funnel plot of effect sizes for pretests on the FCI. 
The horizontal line in the graph represents the pretest average effect size (g = 0.62). As 
sample sizes increase the effect size fluctuation around the average effect size decreases 
and larger sample sizes have small variation around the average effect size line. On 
average, more studies with sample sizes less than 500 resulted in effect sizes greater than 
0.62. Larger number of studies with effect sizes greater than 0.62 can be an indication of 
publication bias or the indication of the fact that smaller studies have more sampling error 
variation in the effect sizes. Two studies with very large sample size produced effect sizes 
that are equal or smaller than 0.62 indicating that larger sample sizes cluster around the 
average effect size. Further inspection of figure 3 indicates that due to publication bias 
few points with small sample sizes fall below the nonsignificant region where the effect 
size is small. 
Figure 4 represents the funnel plot of effect sizes for posttests on the FCI. The average 
effect size (g = 0.26) is indicated by a horizontal line on the graph. Posttests results 
generated two negative effect sizes in small sample sizes. The funnel plot does not look 
symmetrical around average effect size line as more studies resulted in effect sizes larger 




Figure 3. Funnel plot for pretest effect sizes on the FCI 
 
 















































were on average greater than 0.26 but not as variable as smaller sample sizes. The effect 
size variation of studies with smaller sample size can be due to the sampling error. The 
inspection of the effect sizes for smaller sample sizes shows more vertical symmetry 
above and below nonsignificant region indicating minimal publication bias.     
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
The following criteria were applied when searching for studies for the meta-
analysis. The detail of the process of inclusion and exclusion was reported under data 
sources and search strategies section and summarized in Figure 2 under publication bias 
in chapter 3. 
Inclusion criteria 
Studies were included in this meta-analysis if they met the following criteria: 
1. The study investigated gender gap or disparity in the FCI in high-school or
college students in all countries. 
2. The studies had FCI pretest to evaluate the gender gap or had posttest to
evaluate the change of the gender gap using Modeling Instruction (MI). 
3. The dependent variable was the scores on the FCI.
4. The only teaching methods used in the studies were traditional and Modeling
Instruction (interactive engagement or any types of nontraditional instructions). 
5. The study was reported as a journal article, dissertation, report, or conference
presentation either peer reviewed or not. 
6. The studies that used FCI to assess the student’s prior knowledge by performing
a pre-test, student’s learning by performing a pre- and posttest, or comparing different 
teaching methods by calculating gain in posttest between two methods or comparing 
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posttest between two methods. 
7. The studies were published or reported after 1995 when the FCI was developed  
and used. 
8. The studies that used pre-post comparison, pretest only, or posttest only design.  
9. The studies that used both original and modified FCI to compare the gender gap  
in both versions.  
10. The studies that are conducted in international countries to compare the effect of  
culture in the gender gap.  
Exclusion criteria 
 The studies were excluded in the meta-analysis based on the following criteria: 
1. Studies that reported the percentage of gender-gap in FCI without reporting the  
descriptive statistics. 
2. Studies reported in language other than English. One study was found in German  
and after translating to English was excluded due to not reporting the gender of the 
students.  
3. Studies that measured student’s knowledge in Newtonian physics using other 
physics concept inventories. 
Coding 
 The initial search for the studies were keywords stated in Data Sources and Search  
Strategies. The application of inclusion and exclusion criteria resulted in the studies that 
were coded. Data were collected using a coding sheet designed by the researcher (see 
Appendix A). To assess the reliability of independent efforts of coding a researcher 
evaluated the reliability between coders (intercoder reliability) or within the same coder 
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(intracoder reliability; Card, 2012).  To achieve intercoder reliability, the coding was 
pilot tested by coding five studies by the researcher and another coder independently.  
The second coder was a physics professor with PhD in physics concentration in science 
education. The second coder was trained by the researcher about the meta-analysis and 
the coding protocol. The second coder coded the studies independently and both 
researcher and the second coder met and discussed the difference between the coding if 
they existed. Finally, both the researcher and the second coder developed a uniform 
code with almost 100% agreement.  
To check the replicability of coding for meta-analysis, the interrater reliability 
between the coders was evaluated. Interrater reliability between the coders was 
calculated using the most common index that is agreement rate. Agreement rate is the 
proportion of studies on which two coders or a single coder in two occasions assign the 
same categorical code (Card, 2012). After coding five selected studies by researcher and 
the second coder independently the ratio of agreement was calculated. The ratio of 
agreement was 97%; therefore, the researcher and the second coder discuss the 
differences in coding to resolve the discrepancies. After discussion, the coders resolved 
the differences resulting in 100% agreement.  
Study-identification information 
In this section, the general characteristics of the study were recorded. Included in 
this section are the title of study, study number, American Psychological Association 
citation of the study, the year of publication, the country where the study was done, type 
of the study (e.g., journal article, book or book chapter, dissertation, MA thesis, private 
report, conference paper), and whether the study was peer reviewed or not.   
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Characteristics of participants 
 This section includes the participants characteristics. Such as the race of the 
participants (e.g., White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, etc.), predominant gender, and school 
level (e.g., high-school, college or university), type of physics course taken by the 
students (e.g., conceptual, algebra based, or calculus based). Although the race of the 
students and the types of physics courses were coded, the results were not used in this 
meta-analysis due to a large number of studies not reporting the race and the type of 
physics course taken by the students. 
Study design 
 Type of the study (e.g., experimental, quasi-experimental, pre-post comparison for 
assessing the learning, pretest only for assessing the prior knowledge, posttest only for 
comparing the teaching methods), existence of control group, sampling methods (e.g., 
convenience, random, volunteer, purposeful), gender sample size, person who 
administrates the test (e.g., teacher, researcher, staff, research assistant), attrition included 
in this section. 
 Moderator variables 
 Studies were coded for moderator variables. Included in this section are method of 
instruction (e.g., traditional, modeling instruction such as interactive engagement), grade 
level (high school, college or university), country of origin that defines the culture of the 
student, test content (original, modified for being gender neutral). Details on moderator 
variables are reported under moderator variable section.  
Effect sizes and statistical reported 
Studies were coded based on the types of statistics reported in this section. This 
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section includes means, standard deviation, effect sizes, raw differences, p values, 
correlation coefficient, t-test values and F-test values. 
Study quality and design 
Study quality were measured using a scale from 0 to 4, where a point was given 
for each of the study’s limitations. Limitations included inadequate reporting of 
population characteristics or other study characteristics, very small sample size and 
inappropriate generalizations, inappropriate tasks required of students, inadequate 
procedural information, poor reliability, aggregated scores that mask information for any 
one source or any other major limitations not listed. 
If a study had a score of four, then that study was deemed “poor experimental 
design.” A study with a zero was rated as a “high-quality” study. Studies between 1 and 3 
were rated as “moderate” quality. Overall, there were 15 studies with a score of one, four 
studies with score of two, and three studies with score of three were coded. Large number 
of studies did not report the race of the students, or the level of the physics class, or both. 
For that reason, in this meta-analysis the race and culture of the students were classified 
as students in international countries versus students in the United States. The same 
reasoning applied for level of physics classes that were classified as high school physics 
or college and university physics. 
Research Questions 
The meta-analysis will address the following research questions: 
1. What is the average effect size for the gender gap on the FCI?
2. To what extent does the magnitude and direction of the gender gap on the FCI
vary as a function of the school level? 
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3. To what extent does the magnitude and direction of the gender gap on the FCI
depend on the teaching methods? 
4. To what extent does the variation of culture affect the gender gap on the FCI?
5. To what extent does the change of content of the FCI affect the gender gap?
Data Analysis 
To address the research questions, effect sizes obtained from the primary-study 
reports were computed. Average effect size was computed if there were multiple effect 
sizes for gender gap in the same study (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001) and 95% confidence 
intervals were calculated. In this meta-analysis pretests scores and posttests scores were 
separated, and average effect sizes were computed for all the pre- and posttest as a 
response to question 1. The average effect sizes were tested for homogeneity using the Q 
statistic. The purpose of homogeneity test is to examine whether the effect sizes that are 
averaged into a mean value all estimate the same population effect size (Lipsey & 
Wilson, 2001). When tested for homogeneity, they found to be heterogeneous. Therefore, 
comparisons were drawn between the average effect sizes. More detail discussion of 
heterogeneity of the effect sizes is in non-homogeneity of effect sizes section. 
Effect-size measures 
Effect sizes were computed based on the provided data in the study or were 
extracted directly from the studies if they were reported. The reported effect sizes were 
recalculated, however by the researcher. Cohen’s (1977) d was used to compare the 
means between male and female students and was converted to Hedges’s g for average 
effect size calculations and test of homogeneity.  
If a study contained the group means and standard deviations, Cohen’s d was 
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calculated using the reported values. If a study contained t or F values, Cohen’s d was 
calculated from these values using methods provided by Lipsey and Wilson (2001, p. 
198).  
Card (2012) pointed out it is necessary to consider a correction when sample size 
was small (e.g., less than 20). Borenstein et al. (2009) pointed out that d index will be 
affected by a small sample size, therefore the d values must be converted to Hedges’s g, 
that resulted in unbiased estimates. This meta-analysis followed the guideline suggested 
by Cohen (1992) to interpret the size of effect size. Based on the guideline, .20 is a 
small, .50 is a medium, and .80 is a large effect size.  
There were 22 qualifying articles for the present meta-analysis that generated 34 
pretest and 43 posttest effect sizes due to single studies reporting multiple effect sizes. 
Lipsey and Wilson (2000) recommended combining effect sizes within one study to 
avoid the issue of non-independent of effect sizes. In the present meta-analysis studies 
reported independent effect sizes therefore average effect sizes were calculated for all 
the pretest and posttests scores from all the studies. 
Nonhomogeneity of Effect Sizes 
The average effect sizes were tested for homogeneity using Hedges’s (1981) Q 
statistic and were found to be heterogeneous. This meta-analysis included small number 
of studies; therefore, to avoid reducing the number of studies by eliminating outliers the 
analysis was conducted based on the original sets of effect sizes in the present study. The 
presence of variability in the effect sizes across studies confirmed the need for analysis of 
potential moderator variables as pointed in questions 2 to 5. Average effect sizes were 
computed for pre- and posttests on the FCI related to moderator variables. No study 
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produced extreme values in effect sizes therefore no study was removed from this meta-
analysis (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). To identify how heterogeneous the average effect sizes 
were, the index of heterogeneity I2 was calculated. Both average effect sizes had index of 
heterogeneity greater than 75% that considered as large amount of heterogeneity (Card, 
2012). One can estimate the magnitude of population variability in effect sizes (τ2) based 
on the index of heterogeneity I2 to compute the 95% confidence interval for the true 
effects (Rosenstein, Hedges, Higgins, Rothstein, 2009).  
To address research questions 2 to 5, separate average effect sizes for pretests and 
posttests on the FCI were computed for moderator variables. Between groups 
heterogeneity (Qbetween) was calculated by subtracting heterogeneity within (Qwithin) from 
total Q. If Qbetween was distributed as χ
2 with degree of freedom df = n – 1, then the 
conclusion was reached based on a significance level of .05. If the Qbetween was less than 
the critical χ2(n-1), then the moderator variable did not moderate the gender gap on the FCI. 
If the Qbetween was greater than the critical χ
2
(n-1), then the moderator variable did moderate 
the gender gap on the FCI.    
Moderator Variables 
The purpose of this meta-analysis was not only to measure the average effect sizes 
for the pretests and posttests on the FCI but also to investigate the factors (i.e., school 
level, teaching method, culture of the students, and content of the FCI) that were 
associated with the variations in the magnitude of gender gap. International countries 
used in this meta-analysis were Canada, United Kingdom, India, and Japan. For questions 
2 to 5 effect sizes for pre- and posttests were calculated. To make comparison between 
pretests and between posttests of average effect sizes were calculated. The test of 
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homogeneity within studies, Qwithin, in pretests and posttests was performed to calculate 
the between groups homogeneity by subtracting Qwithin from Qtotal that was computed from 
average effect sizes in pretests and posttests. If Qbetween was statistically significant I
2
index was calculated to analyze the power of heterogeneity. For statistically significant 
Qbetween, true τ





The purpose of this study was to conduct a meta-analysis of research to assess the 
average effect size for the gender gap in the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) for high-
school and college students in the United States and international countries. Specific 
goals of this study were to investigate the gender gap between male and female students 
for the pretest and posttest separately. Unlike many studies that examine the gender gap 
in students’ gain, this study explored the gap between male and female students in their 
performance in FCI before and after instruction. Some studies implemented FCI as a 
pretest as well as posttest and some only used it as a pretest or as a posttest. This study 
investigated the potential moderators that effect the gender gap in the FCI such as grade 
level, teaching methods, culture, and content of the test. The following section provides 
descriptions of the study results and includes an overview of the study. Research 
questions are presented in following this section. 
Overview of Results 
The meta-analysis synthesized the results of 22 empirical research studies. Eighteen 
studies were peer-reviewed and published in the journals. Four studies were dissertation 
studies that were available in research databases in education. All 22 studies met the 
inclusion criteria for implementing pretest, posttest, or both. Most studies reported the 
gender gap in terms of gain in students’ learning from pretest to posttest. Some studies 
reported more than one criterion affecting the gender gap. Majority of the studies were 
pretest-posttest design. Nineteen-thousand-three-hundred and sixty-three students 
participated in pretest and 27,535 students participated in posttest.  
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Of the 22 studies, five studies used original version of FCI, five studies were from 
other countries, four studies used FCI at the high-school level, and 12 studies compared 
the teaching methods or used interactive engagement method. Interactive engagement 
method was labeled as modeling instruction in this meta-analysis as it was defined with 
varying terms in different studies. 
Research Questions 
The results of the literature search and the coding were used to address five research 
questions. The meta-analysis addressed the following research questions: 
1. What it the average effect size for the gender gap on the FCI?
2. To what extent the magnitude and direction of gender gap on the FCI vary as a
function of the school level? 
3. To what extent does the magnitude and direction of gender gap on the FCI
depends on the teaching method? 
4. To what extent does the variation of culture effect the gender gap on the FCI?
5. To what extent does the change of content of the FCI effect the gender gap?
Research question 1 
The effect-sizes, Hedges’s g statistics, standard error, and sample size for the meta-
analytic studies investigating gender gap on the FCI in pretest and posttest are presented 
in Table 3.  
All the measured effect sizes were positive implying that male students performed 
better on the FCI than female students except a posttest study done in India on both 
bilingual and monolingual students (Pandye & Singh, 2018) resulted in negative effect 
size (g = − 0.15) in students who received the FCI in Hindi language. The g statistics in 
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pretest ranged from 0.07 for modeling instruction (Doherty, 2010) to 1.49 (Majors, 2015) 
where revised FCI in traditional instructional method used. Both studies with smaller and 
larger effect sizes mainly associated with small sample sizes (n < 50) for pretest. In 
posttest, the smallest g statistics (g =0.04) belong in a study with small sample size 
(Noack, 2009) and study with large sample size (n >250) practicing modeling instruction 
(Normandeau et al., 2017). The largest effect size (g = 1.08) was calculated in a study 
assessing students in modeling instruction classes (Brewe et al., 2008).  
Grouped according to Cohen’s (1992) criteria for evaluating the magnitude of 
effect size, two studies both with small sample sizes (one for modeling instruction and 
one for revised FCI) produced very small effect sizes in pretest with g < 0.10 (Doherty, 
2010; McCullough, 2002). For the posttest, eight studies in six articles produced very 
small effect sizes (− 0.15 < g < 0.18) (Blue & Heller, 2004; Lorenzo et al., 2006; Negishi, 
2007; Noack, 2009; Normandeau et al., 2017; Pandey & Singh, 2018) mainly associated 
with small sample sizes.  
Three studies produced small pretest effect sizes (0.20 < g < 0.50) (Docktor & 
Heller, 2008; Lorenzo et al., 2006; McCullough, 2002;); whereas in posttest, 10 studies 
had small effect sizes (0.20 < g < 0.50) (Docktor & Heller, 2008; Doherty, 2010; 
Genderson & Stewart, 2017; Lorenzo et al., 2006; Normandeau et al., 2017; Seyranian et 
al., 2018; Traxler et al., 2018; Wheeler & Blanchard, 2019). Sixteen studies yielded 
medium effect sizes for pretest and posttest (0.50 < g < 0.80) (Bates et al., 2013; Brewe et 
al., 2010; Hake, 2002; Karim, 2018; Lorenzo et al., 2006; Majors, 2015; Maries et al., 
2017; McCullough, 2004; McCullough, 2011; Negishi, 2007; Noack, 2009; Normandeau 
et al., 2017; Popp et al., 2011; Seyranian et al. 2018; Traxler et al., 2018; Wheeler & 
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Blanchard, 2019). Eight studies had large pretest effect sizes (g > 0.80) (Bates et al., 
2013; Majors, 2015; McCullough, 2011; Normandeau et al., 2017). Four studies 
produced large posttest effect sizes (g > 0.80) (Doherty, 2010; Hake, 2002; Karim, 2018; 
McCullough, 2011). Five studies had large and very large pretest effect sizes (g > 0.80), 
(Bates et al., 2013; Doherty, 2010; Majors, 2015; Maries et al., 2017; McCullough, 
2004). Two studies produced large posttest effect sizes (g > 1.00), (Brewe et al., 2010; 
Pandey & Singh, 2018). Overall, the studies produced positive effect sizes except for 
Pandey and Singh (2018), which produced negative posttest effect size (g = − 0.15). 
Sample sizes varied among the meta-analytic studies. Sample sizes in pretest 
ranged from 13 (Majors, 2015) to 3,482 (Traxler et al., 2018) for male students; and from 
6 (Bates et al., 2013) to 1,027 (Traxler et al., 2018) for female students. In posttest, 
sample sizes ranged from 13 (Majors, 2015) to 3,628 (Traxler et al., 2018) for male 
students; and from 6 (Bates et al., 2013) to 1,088 (Traxler et al., 2018) for female 
students. Large sample sizes result in greater statistical power (Card, 2012). By 
calculating average effect sizes representing all of the meta-analytic studies, this study 
overcomes the effects of underpowered studies. Table 4 summarizes the findings in 
research question 1. 
The average pretest and posttest effect sizes for the gender gap on the FCI were 
calculated as g = 0.62, SE = 0.02 and g = 0.26, SE = 0.01 and were statistically 
significantly different from zero. The analysis identified high heterogeneity between the 
studies: Q (34) = 199.15; τ2 = 0.05; I2 = 83.43% for pretest and Q (43) = 816.64; τ2 = 
0.07; I2 = 94.86% for posttest. The large Q value for both pretest and posttest indicated 
that there is a substantial variation and lack of homogeneity in the set of studies. The 
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effect sizes found in the individual studies and standard errors are presented in Table 3. 
The estimated population variability in effect sizes (τ2 ≠ 0) in both pretest and posttest 
indicate that there is considerable heterogeneity beyond that expected by sampling 
fluctuation results in a large estimate of the population variance. Large I2 > 75% in both 
pretest and posttest suggest that the large variation across studies is due to heterogeneity 
rather than any other factors.  
Research question 2 
Regarding research question 2, thirty-four studies were included in estimating the 
pretest school-level effect size. The results of average effect size indicated moderate 
values for both school levels (Table 4).  Between the two school levels, the largest 
average effect size was found for high school (average g= 0.73, 95% CI [0.28, 1.20], n = 
2). Large I2 for both school levels (high school I2 = 84.64 % and college and university I2 
= 83.97%) showed high heterogeneity indicating large variability in the populations. For 
this reason, the true 95% CI was calculated using τ2 (high school [− 0.80, 2.27], college 
and university [0.23, 1.01]) and the result of homogeneity analysis showed that there was 
no significant variability between the different school levels (QB (1) = 0.21) for the 
pretest. Therefore, school level did not significantly moderate pretest effect size.   
Forty-three studies were included estimating the school-level effect size for 
posttest. The results of average effect size indicated moderate value for high school and 
small value for college and university (Table 5). Between the two school levels, the 
largest average effect size was found for high school (average g= 0.64, 95% CI [0.59, 
0.69], n = 7). Large I2 for both school levels (high school I2 = 86.61 % and college and  









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































populations. As a result, the true 95% CI was calculated using τ2 (high school [0.09, 
1.20], college and university [− 0.27, 0.77]). The result of homogeneity analysis shows 
that there was statistically significant variability between the different school levels     
(QB (1) = 42.51) for the posttest. Therefore, based on the observed effect sizes, school 
level did significantly moderate posttest effect size. True 95% CI, however, indicated that 
school level did not moderate the posttest effect size.  
Research question 3 
To address whether effect size was moderated by teaching methods (traditional 
and modeling instruction), 33 studies were included for pretest results to estimate the 
teaching method effect sizes. The results of average effect sizes indicated high medium 
for traditional method and small medium for modeling instruction (Table 4).  Between 
the two teaching methods, the largest average effect size was found for traditional method 
(average g= 0.71, 95% CI [0.67, 0.75], n = 20). Large I2 for both methods (traditional I2 = 
77.34 % and modeling instruction I2 = 79.70%) showed high heterogeneity indicating 
large variability in the populations. For this reason, the true 95% CI was calculated using 
τ2 (traditional method [0.37, 1.05], modeling instruction [0.03, 0.91]). The result of 
homogeneity analysis shows that there was significant variability between the different 
teaching methods (QB (1) = 56.17) for the pretest. Therefore, teaching method did 
statistically significantly moderate pretest effect size.  
Forty-three studies were included for posttest results to estimate the teaching 
method effect size. The results of average effect size indicated small value for both 
teaching methods (Table 5). Between the two methods, the largest average effect size was 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for both teaching methods (traditional I2 = 94.08% and modeling instruction I2 = 96.01%) 
showed high heterogeneity indicating large variability in the populations. As a result, the 
true 95% CI was calculated using τ2 (traditional [− 0.26, 0.77], modeling instruction          
[− 0.36, 0.88]). The result of homogeneity analysis shows that there was no statistically 
significant variability between the different teaching methods (QB (1) = 1.95) for the 
posttest. Therefore, teaching method did not statistically significantly moderate posttest 
effect size. 
Research question 4 
Research question 4 addressed whether effect size was moderated by the culture. 
For this purpose, the culture was studied by grouping the countries to international 
countries and the United States. Thirty-five studies were included for pretest results to 
estimate the effect sizes. The results of average effect sizes indicated moderate values for 
both other and the United States FCI (Table 4).  Between the two groups, the largest 
average effect size was found for international countries (average g= 0.77, 95% CI [0.69, 
0.85], n = 7). Large I2 for both groups (international countries I2 = 63.52 % and the 
United States I2 = 84.13%) showed high heterogeneity indicating large variability in the 
populations. As a result, the true 95% CI was calculated using τ2 (international countries 
[0.50, 1.04], the United States [0.16, 1.04]). The result of homogeneity analysis shows 
that there was statistically significant variability between international countries and the 
United States (QB (1) = 12.56) for the pretest. Therefore, culture did statistically 
significantly moderate pretest effect size. 
Forty-three studies were included for posttest results to estimate the effect of 
culture on the FCI effect size. The results of average effect size indicated small value for 
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international countries and moderate for the United States (Table 5). Between the two 
methods, the largest average effect size was found for the United States (average g= 0.48, 
95% CI [0.45, 0.50], n = 29) which is medium. Large I2 for both groups (international 
countries I2 = 93.48% and the United States I2 = 85.30%) showed high heterogeneity 
indicating large variability in the populations. As a result, the true 95% CI was calculated 
using τ2 (international countries [− 0.30, 0.49], the United States [0.08, 0.87]). The result 
of homogeneity analysis shows that there was statistically significant variability between 
the revised and original FCI (QB (1) = 426.6) for the posttest. Therefore, culture did 
statistically significantly moderate posttest effect size. 
Research question 5 
Research question 5 addressed whether effect size was moderated by the content 
of FCI (original FCI and revised FCI). Thirty-four studies were included for pretest 
results to estimate the content effect sizes. The results of average effect sizes indicated 
moderate values for both original and revised FCI (Table 4).  Between the two teaching 
methods, the largest average effect size was found for original FCI (average g= 0.62, 95% 
CI [0.59, 0.65], n = 29). Large I2 for both methods (original FCI I2 = 84.72 % and revised 
FCI I2 = 76.03%) showed high heterogeneity indicating large variability in the 
populations. As a result, the true 95% CI was calculated using τ2 (original FCI [0.23, 
1.01], revised FCI [− 0.25, 1.37]). The result of homogeneity analysis shows that there 
was no statistically significant variability between the different teaching methods (QB (1) 




Forty-three studies were included for posttest results to estimate the content of 
FCI effect size. The results of average effect size indicated small value for original 
content and moderate for revised content (Table 5). Between the two methods, the largest 
average effect size was found for revised FCI (average g= 0.46, 95% CI [0.27, 0.65], n = 
5). Large I2 for original FCI ( I2 = 95.42% ) showed high heterogeneity indicating large 
variability in the populations, whereas  I2 = 0% for revised FCI indicated that all studies 
in this group have produced an estimate of the same true effect size in a homogeneous 
population. For original FCI, the true 95% CI was calculated using τ2 [− 0.26, 0.77]. The 
result of homogeneity analysis shows that there was statistically significant variability 
between the revised and original FCI (QB (1) = 4.16) for the posttest. Therefore, content 
of FCI did statistically significantly moderate posttest effect size. 
Summary  
 This meta-analysis includes 22 published and unpublished studies that met the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Some studies evaluated multiple moderator variables; 
therefore, one study may have been used to answer more than one research question. 
There were 34 effect sizes for pretest FCI and 43 effect sizes for posttest FCI from these 
22 studies ranging 0.08 to 1.49 for pretest and − 0.15 to 1.02 for posttest. Pretest 
produced moderate average effect size (g = 0.62), whereas posttest average effect size (g 
= 0.26) is small (Table 1). Test of homogeneity for both pretest (Q = 199.15, I2 = 83.43, 
τ2 = 0.05) and posttest (Q = 816.64, I2 = 94.86, τ2 = 0.07) indicated statistically significant 
variability among the studies’ populations. Due to large heterogeneity τ2 was used to 
calculate the predicted 95% CI for both pretest [0.18, 1.06] and posttest [− 0.75, 1.26]. 
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Analysis of moderator variables for pretest and posttest are presented in Table 5 and 
Table 5.  
The analysis of questions 2 to 5 for pretest results indicated that school level and 
content of the FCI did not moderate observed and true effect sizes. Teaching method and 
culture statistically significantly moderated the observed effect sizes, but they did not 
moderate the true effect sizes. 
Analysis of posttests results for questions 2 to 5 indicated that teaching methods and 
content of the FCI did not statistically significantly moderate both observed and true 
effect sizes. Whereas school level and culture statistically significantly moderated 




SUMMARY, LIMITATION, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 The purpose of this study was to conduct a meta-analysis of research to assess the 
average effect size for the gender gap in the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) for high-
school and college students in the United States and international countries. Specific 
goals of this study were to investigate and determine the gender gap between male and 
female students for the pretest and posttest FCI. Unlike many studies that examine the 
gender gap in students’ gain, this study explored the gap between male and female 
students in their performance on the FCI before and after instruction separately. 
Investigating the gender gap prior to instruction through pretest informs the researcher 
whether male and female students start the class with a wide gender gap or not.  By 
examining the gender gap after the instruction one can conclude if the instruction reduced 
the gap or not. Studies used in this meta-analysis implemented FCI as both pretest and 
posttest, pretest or posttest only.  
 The search for literature resulted in 22 empirical research articles that met the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for assessing students’ knowledge in Newtonian physics 
using the FCI. The literature search included both published and unpublished 
(dissertations) studies that were conducted between 1995 and 2019. 
 To analyze the data from the 22 studies, a coding protocol was developed and 
implemented (Appendix A). The study characteristics, participants and sample 
characteristics, study design, dependent variables, independent variables, effect sizes, and 
statistical information were coded from the qualifying studies. Effect sizes were 
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calculated using Hedges’s g to correct for small sample populations. Several articles 
resulted in multiple effect sizes due to the measurement of multiple variables or different 
methods. For example, Normandeau et al. (2017) studied the performance of students on 
the FCI in the traditional method and modeling instruction using pretest and posttest with 
unmatched and matched samples. 
Sample sizes in all the studies range from 6 to 1,261 for females and 13 to 4,375 for 
male students indicating that overall, more male students were sampled in the studies 
than female students. Five articles (Karim, 2018; Mjors, 2015; McCullough, 2002; 
McCullough, 2004; Negishi, 2007) reported more female than male students in their 
studies. Two studies (Blue & Heller, 2004; Normandeau et al., 2017) examined the 
gender gap using match samples. 
This study investigated the potential moderators that might affect the gender gap in 
the FCI such as grade level (high school or college), teaching methods (traditional or 
modeling instruction), culture (national or international), and content of the test (original 
or revised FCI). Tables 4 and 5 present the number of studies used in this meta-analysis 
for each moderator variables.  
This chapter includes a summary of the meta-analysis, limitations, a discussion of 
the results for the five research questions presented in chapter IV, the implication of 
meta-analysis for practice, and recommendations for future research.  
Summary of Results 
 Research question 1 investigated the average effect sizes for pretest and posttest 
scores on the FCI. Of the 22 articles, 34 pretest and 43 posttest scores were recorded as 
more studies implemented and reported posttest scores only. The effect sizes for both 
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pretest and posttest ranged from very small to very large (0.29 < g pretest < 1.49) and    
(− 0.15 <g posttest < 1.08). The average effect size for pretest (g = 0.62) was moderate 
compare with small average effect size for posttest (g = 0.26). Both average effect sizes 
were heterogeneous, resulting in the investigation of moderator variables. The results for 
research question 2 indicated that the school level did not statistically significantly 
moderate pretest effect size, but the posttest effect size was statistically significantly 
moderated by the school level. Research question 3, investigated the effect of teaching 
methods on pretest and posttest average effect sizes. The results indicated that the 
teaching method statistically significantly moderated the pretest effect sizes but did not 
moderate the posttest effect sizes. Culture of the students assessed by the FCI and its 
effect on the average effect size was investigated by research question 4. The results 
indicated that culture statistically significantly accounted for differences for both pretest 
and posttest effect sizes. Research question 5 investigated whether the effect size was 
moderated by the content of the FCI. The results indicated that the content of FCI did not 
moderate the pretest effect sizes; however, the effect of content of FCI was statistically 
significant for posttest effect sizes. 
Limitations 
 Some factors that may have negatively affected the generalizability of the findings 
are presented in this section.   
Publication Bias 
 Publication bias can negatively affect the validity of this meta-analysis of the 
gender gap on the FCI. Published studies have been suspected to be biased toward 
showing statistically significant findings. Studies showed that on average published 
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studies have on average a larger average effect size than unpublished studies (Lipsey, 
2000). To reduce the effect of publication bias, this meta-analysis study included five 
unpublished studies (dissertations) to calculate the average effect sizes. With all the 
efforts to locate and identify all the studies investigating the gender gap in FCI, one 
cannot claim that all the eligible studies have been included. Some instructors collect data 
on students’ performance on the FCI based on their gender, but they never publish or 
report their findings and use them only to improve their knowledge or maybe to improve 
their teaching. Furthermore, there have been studies conducted where the results of FCI 
are reported in general without reporting the gender of the students even though the 
information about gender was collected in the questionnaire before the FCI. In addition to 
adding qualified unpublished studies, one can reduce the effect of publication bias 
through the use of Fail-safe N (Rosenthal, 1979). Computing the Fail-safe N, one can 
estimate the number of unpublished studies included in the meta-analysis that would 
reduce an overall statistically significant result in the study to nonsignificant. To avoid 
publication bias Fail-safe N was calculated. The results of the Fail-safe N statistics 
indicated that approximately 71 studies containing pretest and 69 studies including 
posttest confirming null hypothesis are needed to lower the average effect size in the 
pretest and posttest of the current meta-analysis to a statistically nonsignificant level.  
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
Another source for limitation for this meta-analysis can be the execution of 
inclusion and exclusion criteria when deciding to include or exclude a study. “[N]ot every 
computer-assisted search will be complete, and not every journal article identified” 
(Rosenthal, & DiMatteo, 2001, p. 66). Inclusion and exclusion criteria were set to only 
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studies that reported the results on the FCI based on gender. Some international countries 
such as Afghanistan and Indonesia had published results on the gender gap on the FCI in 
the higher education. In their studies, they avoided reporting the number of female and 
male students and never responded to the emails requesting the data. Authors of two 
studies that did not report the number of male and female students were contacted; 
however, they did not provide the requested data. Therefore, those studies were 
eliminated from this meta-analysis.  
 Another problem might be raised by the fact that some studies reported the results 
of normalized gain between pre- and posttest without any interest in the gender gap. Four 
studies reported the total number of students instead of the number of male and female 
students separately. Those studies were not eliminated immediately and were investigated 
for a possible report on the percentage of male or female students in the sample. Three of 
those studies reported the percentage of male students and were used for this meta-
analysis. Based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria some of the studies might have 
been ignored because they did not include the term gender or gender gap as a key term.  
Sample Homogeneity 
 The results of primary studies can be generalized only to a population that is 
represented by their sample. To reduce or eliminate this limit the primary studies must 
use a more heterogeneous sample to include different characteristics in their studies. This 
meta-analysis focused on the gender gap on the FCI. Therefore, it was crucial to 
investigate and include studies with both female and male populations, even though all 
the studies except two of them had a smaller sample size for the female than male 
students. To avoid this limitation, this meta-analysis attempted to apply the correction  
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to population from studies included in this meta-analysis. 
Methodological Artifacts 
Sampling error in primary studies can result in the error in data and the results of 
the study. Sampling error can reduce the statistical power of the primary study (Card, 
2012). Errors in collecting data, coding errors, and calculation errors are also difficult to 
correct if they are not obvious. In a meta-analysis, sampling error cannot be corrected due 
to the inability of estimating the magnitude of the error. This artifact was corrected in this 
meta-analysis by estimating the true 95% CI using τ2. 
International Countries 
To investigate the effect of culture on students’ performance on the FCI this meta-
analysis included countries other than the United States with the assumption that 
international countries culturally are different than the United States. This meta-analysis 
primarily examined the studies published in the United States looking for data on the race 
of the students to investigate the effect of culture on the gender gap on the FCI; however, 
most studies lack information regarding the race of the students. Consequently, 
international countries were included in this meta-analysis to answer research question 4.  
Countries used in this meta-analysis are Canada, India, Japan, and the United 
Kingdom. Some of those countries may have similar culture as the United States, 
however, they are not completely identical. Neither of the international countries used in 
this meta-analysis can be considered as the representation of their continents as more 
countries from each continent are needed for that conclusion.  
Discussion of Results 
The current meta-analysis was designed to answer five questions. The following 
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sections discuss each of the questions and their results presented in chapter IV. 
Average effect size for the gender gap on the FCI. 
 The findings of the review indicated that there was mostly a gender gap favoring 
males on both pre- and posttest on the FCI. Only one study (Pandey & Singh, 2018) 
resulted in a negative effect size in posttest indicating that female students performed 
better than male students. The study investigated posttest only on bilingual as well as 
monolingual speaking students. Study of effect size indicated that monolingual female 
students scored higher on the FCI than Bilingual students.  
 The gender gap on the pretest occurred in different institutions with different 
instructors and students’ populations across a wide range of pretest scores as noted in 
chapter II review of the literature (Docktor & Heller, 2008; Lorenzo, Crouch & Mazur, 
2006).  An examination of descriptive statistics in the present meta-analysis indicated that 
the average effect size for the pretest (g = 0.62) constitutes a medium effect (Cohen, 
1977). In the present meta-analysis, the effect sizes for pretest range from 0.07 to 1.49 
confirming that males performed better than females on average in all pretests. The 
smaller effect size was computed using data for pretest in modeling instruction and the 
larger effect size was calculated using data for the pretest on traditional instruction. Of 34 
studies included in pretest FCI 5 studies had a relatively small size (n < 50), one study 
had a medium sample size (50 ≤ n < 100), and 28 studies had large sample sizes (n ≥ 
100). Data for studies with large sample sizes were collected through almost a decade of 
research or by collecting data from multiple large schools. The results of pretest scores 
for teaching methods do not indicate if the specific teaching method is more effective or 
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not; however, it informs whether a wide gender gap was presented before the instruction 
or not.  
Studies used to compute the average effect sizes for posttest FCI (n = 43) were 
more than studies reporting pretest. Thirty-four studies had large (n > 100) sample sizes. 
Larger sample sizes were due to years of data collecting or multiple schools included in 
the studies. The study of posttest resulted in a small average effect size (g = 0.26) that is 
in agreement with findings of studies in chapter II (Docktor & Heller, 2008; Lorenzo et 
al., 2006) that showed smaller gender gap in posttest than pretest. The effect sizes for 
posttest range from − 0.15 to 1.08 that was a little smaller range due to two studies 
resulting in negative effect sizes (Majors & Engelhardt, 2014; Pandey & Singh, 2018) 
indicating female students performed better than male students in posttest on the FCI.  
Overall, all studies had larger number of male than female students except 7 studies 
that reported more females than males. The results of average effects size for all the 
studies indicated larger gender gap in pretest than posttest as expected due to the 
minimum knowledge of Newtonian mechanics at the beginning of the semester or school 
year. The positive effect size, however, might suggest that male students may have more 
prior knowledge in physics than female students or are better test-takers. Based on studies 
in chapter II, female students are low risk-takers and leave multiple-choice questions 
unanswered more frequently and skip more difficult questions than their male 
counterparts (Baldiga, 2014; Karimi & Biria, 2017; Riener & Wagner, 2017). The lack of 
risk-taking in female students can result in poor performance on the FCI and a larger gap 
between males and females. The smaller gap in the posttest although in favor of males 
suggested that females might have gained more confidence in taking a risk and responded 
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to more questions on the FCI than the pretest. It also indicated that females’ knowledge in 
physics might have been improved at a faster rate than males to close the gender gap. 
Results from studies with matched sample sizes (n = 3) indicating very small and 
statistically nonsignificant effect sizes suggested that male and female students learn 
comparably if they have the same prior knowledge in physics.  
 Comparison of 95% confidence interval in pretest [0.59, 0.65] and posttest 
[0.24,0.28] indicated narrow intervals meaning smaller uncertainties in average effect 
sizes. The lack of overlapping confidence intervals suggested that the difference between 
the gender gap in pretest versus posttest is statistically significant indicating that there 
must be factors that might moderate the effect sizes. 
Gender gap on the FCI as a function of the school level. 
 School levels were divided into two groups: high school and college and university 
representing higher education. Colleges and universities were combined because some 
studies did not specify the type of college to be either a 4-year or a 2-year institution. 
Average effect sizes for schools were calculated based on 9 effect sizes for high school 
and 68 effect sizes for college and university level.  
 As noted in chapter II, college students enrolled in physics classes are in different 
levels of cognitive ability determined by Piaget’s classification (Cohen & Hillman, 
1977). The present meta-analysis measured and analyzed the average effect sizes for pre-
and posttest FCI for high- school students and college and university students (Tables 4 
and 5 in chapter IV). Average effect sizes for pretest FCI indicated that school level did 
not statistically significantly moderate the gender gap. Although pretest average effect 
sizes for both high school (g = 0.73, 95% CI [0.28, 1.20], τ2 = 0.62, I2 = 84.64%) and 
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college (g = 0.62, 95% CI [0.59, 0.65], τ2 = 0.04, I2 = 83.97%) were moderately large, 
they were not statistically significant different due to the overlap of their 95% CI’s. A 
wider 95% confidence interval for high schools versus colleges and universities 
suggested that there was larger uncertainty in effect size measurement. Large percentage 
of variation across studies (I2) in both levels resulted in calculating of true 95% CI for 
both high school [-1.26, 1.82] and college and university [0.23, 1.01]. The true 95% 
confidence interval overlapped suggesting a statistically insignificant change in effect 
sizes. The true confidence interval in high school includes the null value indicating the 
there is no statistically significant difference between male and females scores in high 
schools if the sample was a representation of the true population. Between groups 
heterogeneity test (Qbetween = 0.21) suggested that heterogeneity among the groups is 
statistically nonsignificant.     
Average effect sizes for posttest FCI calculated in the present meta-analysis 
indicated that school level moderated the average effect size for posttest FCI. Moderate 
average effect size in high school (g = 0.64, 95% CI [0.59, 0.69], τ2 = 0.08, I2 = 86.61%) 
was compared with small average effect size in college and university (g = 0.25, 95% CI 
[0.23, 0.26], τ2 = 0.07, I2 = 95.20%). Wider confidence interval in high school indicated 
larger uncertainty in the effect size. 
The decrease in the gender gap between high school and college was statistically 
significant due to the lack of overlapping 95% CI. Because I2 statistics was large for both 
posttests, the true 95% confidence interval was calculated for high school [0.08, 1.19] 
and college and university [-0.23, 0.77]. The true 95% CI overlap indicating that the 
decrease in the gender gap from high school to college is not statistically significant. 
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Furthermore, there is no difference between males’ and females’ scores for posttests on 
FCI in college if the sample was representing the true population. The results of this 
meta-analysis regardless of true 95% confidence intervals are aligned with the findings in 
studies in chapter II. Lawson’s test measures the intellectual development of the students. 
Results of pretest Lawson’s Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning mentioned in chapter 
II indicated a strong linear correlation to gain on FCI scores. Students who score higher 
on Lawson’s test have a higher gain on FCI scores (Kalman, 2008). One can conclude 
that higher scores on posttest FCI might be because of the intellectual development of the 
students. Therefore, cognitive development may reduce the gender gap on the FCI as 
students get older.  
 In many studies, gender stereotype has been considered as one of the sources of the 
gender gap in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) (Makarova et 
al., 2019). Most female students avoid enrolling in physics and mathematics courses in 
high school as they consider those subjects more masculine (Jones et al. 2013).  The 
results of the gender gap in pretest in both high school and college indicate medium size 
(table 4); however, in posttest the gender gap in college reduces to small size, whereas it 
stays medium in high school (table 5). As a result, one can conclude that gender 
stereotype does not affect the gender gap as much as cognitive and intellectual 
development of the students. 
Gender gap on the FCI and the teaching methods. 
 Teaching methods were classified as traditional and modeling instruction in the 
present meta-analysis. Modeling instruction included all types of interactive engagement 
(IE) and students’ centered methods. The results of average effect sizes for pre- and 
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posttest in both types of instructions are presented in chapter IV. In a study of 62 
introductory physics classes with a total of 6,542 students, Hack (1998) concluded that 
the average gain in modeling instruction was at least two standard deviations higher than 
the traditional method, which implied that modeling instruction can enhance students’ 
learning and problem-solving (see chapter II). Unlike all studies included in this meta-
analysis, the present study did not calculate the average gain between pre- and posttest. 
This meta-analysis was interested in comparing the gender gap for pretests between 
traditional instruction and modeling instruction as well as the posttest. Therefore, the 
present meta-analysis calculated the average effect sizes for both pre- and posttest in 
traditional and modeling instructions. Among all the studies presented in this meta-
analysis all studies except one study from Canada (Normandeau et al., 2017) used a 
smaller sample size for modeling instruction than traditional instruction. In that study the 
pretest effect sizes for modeling instruction and traditional instruction (gmodeling = 0.82, 
gtraditional = 0.99) were large and for posttest (gmodeling = 0.40, gtraditional= 0.57) effect size 
becomes smaller. The results of this study might indicate that number of students in the 
class can affect the gender gap. Modeling instruction might be effective for small classes 
but it almost is as effective as traditional methods in large class sizes. 
The pretest average effect size for traditional method (g = 0.71, 95% CI [0.67, 
0.75], τ2 = 0.03, I2 = 77.34%) is moderately large and medium for modeling instruction (g 
= 0.47, 95% CI [0.42, 0.52], τ2 = 0.05, I2 = 79.70%). The traditional method has a larger 
average effect size than modeling instruction. Because no instruction took place before 
the pretest, one cannot comment on the effects of teaching methods on the pretests’ 
average effect size; however, it can be concluded that the students being taught in classes 
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with traditional method had an average effect size that is statistically significantly higher 
than modeling instruction. The results of true 95% confidence interval for pretest scores 
in traditional instruction classes [0.34, 1.08] and modeling instruction [− 0.01, 0.95], 
however, indicates that the difference in gender gap between traditional methods and 
modeling instruction is not statistically significant due to the overlapping true 95% 
confidence intervals. Moreover, the gender gap in modeling instruction is not statistically 
significant if the sample was representing the true population. 
 The posttest average effect size for both traditional (g = 0.25, 95% CI [0.23, 0.28], 
τ2 = 0.07, I2 = 94.08%) and modeling instruction are small (g = 0.26, 95% CI [0.24, 0.29], 
τ2 = 0.10, I2 = 96.01%). Both average effect sizes have 95% CI that overlapped; therefore, 
one can conclude that the teaching method did not statistically significantly moderate the 
effect size. Although this study did not attempt to compare the pretest’s average effect 
size with the posttest’s, the result of the posttest’s effect size indicated that both 
traditional and modeling instruction resulted in a statistically significant decrease in the 
gender gap. The true 95% confidence interval for the traditional method [0.08, 0.42] and 
modeling instruction [-0.36, 0.87] suggests that the teaching method did not moderate the 
gender gap. Furthermore, the gender gap in modeling instruction is statistically 
insignificant if the sample was a representation of the true population. The results of this 
research question cannot be compared with previous studies because all the studies are 
mostly interested in the gender gap in normalized gain between the two teaching 
methods. 
Variation of culture and the gender gap on the FCI. 
A good assessment must align with students’ cultural differences and respect their 
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tradition and beliefs. A good assessment also must be understood easily by students and 
avoid creating confusion in the students’ understanding. Enderstein et al. (1998) in a 
South Africa study of the content found out that changing the content of physics 
questions can affect the responses they receive from the students (see chapter II). To 
study the effect of culture on the gender gap, this meta-analysis studied and compared the 
average effect size between international countries and the United States. Countries 
included in this meta-analysis were Canada, India, Japan, and the United Kingdom.  
The average effect size for pretest FCI in international countries (g = 0.77, 95% CI 
[0.69, 0.85], τ2 = 0.02, I2 = 63.52%) is large and in the United States (g = 0.60, 95% CI 
[0.56, 0.62], τ2 = 0.05, I2 = 84.13%) is medium. Culture is statistically significantly 
moderating the gender gap due to the lack of overlapping the 95% confidence intervals. 
In most cultures, males have more freedom than females. They can spend more time 
outside and experience life differently than females. Males can have more natural 
activities such as climbing a tree or a building and jumping down. Males are interested in 
fast cars and more violent sports. Therefore, males can experience the application of 
Newtonian mechanics more naturally than females. Therefore, one can conclude that 
large pretest average effect size in international countries might not be as a result of the 
content of FCI. Studies from international countries included in the current meta-analysis 
are limited to a few European countries, Canada, and India. Those countries certainly 
cannot be the prefect representation of all or most cultures outside the United States. To 
check whether the sample represents the population or not the index of heterogeneity was 
calculated. The true 95% confidence interval for international countries [0.42, 1.12] and 
the United States [0.3, 1.05] suggests that culture does not moderate the gender gap based 
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on the true effect sizes. The Qbetween (1) = 12.56 is statistically significant suggesting that 
the groups are heterogeneous, therefore the groups differ in their effect sizes. In other 
words, culture moderates the gender gap on the FCI based on the observed average effect 
sizes.  
 The average effect size for posttest in international countries (g = 0.10, 95% CI 
[0.08, 0.12], τ2 = 0.04, I2 = 93.48%) is statistically nonsignificant whereas in the United 
States (g = 0.48, 95% CI [0.45, 0.50], τ2 = 0.04, I2 = 85.30%) remained medium. Culture 
statistically significantly moderated the gender gap due to the lack of overlapping 95% 
confidence interval. The true 95% confidence interval for international countries [− 0.29, 
0.49] and the United States [0.08, 0.87] indicates that culture did not moderate the gender 
gap if the sample was representing the true population. Moreover, the gender gap in 
international countries is statistically nonsignificant because the null value is in the 
interval.  The Qbetween (1) = 426.60 is statistically significant suggesting that the null 
hypothesis can be rejected; therefore, culture moderates the gender gap on the FCI.  
Change of content of the FCI and the gender gap. 
 As noted in chapter II revising the content of FCI (RFCI) to a more gender-neutral 
assessment resulted in a smaller gender gap (McCullough, 2004). The decrease in the 
gender gap was due to male students’ low performance on RFCI compared with FCI. 
This meta-analysis calculated the average effect sizes for pretest and posttest in both 
RFCI and FCI.  
 Average effect size for pretest FCI (g = 0.62, 95% CI [0.59, 0.65], τ2 = 0.04, I2 = 
84.72%) and RFCI (g = 0.56, 95% CI [0.37, 0.75], τ2 = 0.17, I2 = 76.03%) indicates 
medium effect sizes. The small number of studies (n = 5) on RFCI results in the average 
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effect size for original FCI to be close to the overall average effect size for the pretest. 
Studies using RFCI on average had smaller sample sizes (n < 100) compare to studies 
using FCI. Furthermore, the number of male students in RFCI studies was the same or 
very close to the number of female students. Overlapping the 95% CI in both types of 
tests indicates that the change in the gender gap is not statistically significant. Therefore, 
the results of pretest analysis suggest that revision of the content did not statistically 
significantly moderate the effect size. The true 95% confidence interval for the FCI [0.23, 
1.01] and for the RFCI [− 0.25, 1.37] are overlapping indicating that the revision of the 
FCI does not statistically significantly moderate the effect size if the sample is 
representing the true population and the gender gap in RFCI would not be statistically 
significant due to the inclusion of null value in true 95% confidence interval. 
Study of the posttest indicated that original FCI for all posttest effect size (g = 0.26, 
95% CI [0.24, 0.27], τ2 = 0.07, I2 = 95.42%) has small average effect size whereas RFCI 
(g = 0.46, 95% CI [0.27, 0.65], τ2 = 0.00, I2 = 0.00%) has medium effect size. 
Nonoverlapping 95% CI resulted in a statistically significant difference in the gender gap. 
Therefore, the revision of the FCI can moderate the effect size. The posttests average 
effect sizes comparison indicates that the gender gap was small in FCI and medium in 
RFCI. One can conclude that revising FCI benefited male students more than female 
students. The heterogeneity test between the studies Qbetween (1) = 4.16 was statistically 
significant suggesting that the groups are not homogeneous. The index of heterogeneity I2 
for RFCI was zero indicating that the sample of the students who received RFCI 
represent the population from which they were selected. 
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 A narrow confidence interval for original FCI for both pretest and posttest implies 
that the average effect sizes are precise for both pretest and posttest. Furthermore, a large 
number of studies using FCI (n = 29 for pretest and n = 34 for posttest) versus RFCI (n = 
5 for both pre- and posttest) results in narrower confidence interval for FCI indicating 
that average effect sizes for FCI can represent the population effect size. 
 The results of this research question cannot be confirmed by studies used in chapter 
II as this meta-analysis does not calculate the gain as most studies in chapter II; however, 
the results of the present meta-analysis confirm that revision of FCI can reduce the 
gender gap. Based on normalized gain females score higher on average in RFCI and 
minimized the gap (McCullough, 2004).  
Implications for Practice 
 This section presents the pedagogical implications of the meta-analysis. In many 
schools and colleges, FCI is used by physics educators as a physics assessment test, 
measurement of students’ understanding of Newtonian physics, and studying the 
effectiveness of different teaching methods. The results of this meta-analysis and studies 
reviewed in chapter II provide a general finding that male students outperform female 
students on the FCI. Understanding the factors related to the gender gap can help 
educators to decide accurately on placing female students in correct physics classes and 
evaluating teaching methods with a different perspective.  
 Unlike all the studies mentioned in chapter II and most of the studies of the gender 
gap on FCI, this meta-analysis looked at the gender gap in a different way. Most studies 
analyzed the gender gap using normalized gain that compares the change from pretest to 
posttest. Studies show that school level and cognitive development of the students can 
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reduce the gender gap. The present meta-analysis showed that school level does not 
moderate the pretest average effect size, however, it statistically significantly moderated 
the posttest average effect size. Educators can use this relationship and design their 
courses, especially in high school to decrease the gender gap by adding gender-neutral 
activities in their curriculum.  
Most studies showed that modeling instruction such as interactive engagement can 
reduce the gender gap in normalized gain. This meta-analysis indicated that different 
teaching methods do not affect the gap statistically significantly in the posttest’s average 
effect size. This finding may prompt researchers to study and evaluate teaching methods 
using a different perspective rather than normalized gain, that is, using effect size for 
average change from pretest to posttest. 
Studies in chapter II indicated that culture affects the gender gap on FCI. The 
present meta-analysis concluded that culture statistically significantly moderates average 
effect sizes for both pretest and posttest. For this study culture was defined as students in 
international countries versus those in the United States. So for students in the schools 
and colleges in the United States who are from different cultures physics educators can 
create more culturally sensitive problems, instructions, and activities so that all students 
in the class can benefit from them. This fact is more important in diverse cities and 
schools. 
Research has shown that a gender-neutral FCI (RFCI) reduces the gender gap. This 
meta-analysis showed that the content of the FCI does not moderate the pretest 
statistically significantly; however, it statistically significantly moderates the average 
effect size of the posttest in benefit of original FCI. Male students benefit more than 
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female students when they are assessed using RFCI resulting in increase of the gender 
gap. Furthermore, one can conclude that female students cannot make the connection 
between the concepts taught during the semester and the questions asked on the RFCI.  
 In summary, all the moderator variables mentioned above and their effect on the 
gender gap can help educators to invent new strategies for effective teaching. Although 
some of the findings of this meta-analysis did not match with previous studies, these 
findings do suggest that thinking differently about the gender gap and the way most 
physics educators calculate and analyze that gap is needed. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
 The recommendations for future research are based on the findings and limitations 
of this meta-analysis. The gender gap in FCI was studied based on four moderators to 
answer the research questions proposed in this study.  
 The findings of this meta-analysis were based on 22 qualifying studies (published 
or not published) that were included in this study. Studying Tables 2 and 3 in chapter IV 
provides some ideas for future research or building on this meta-analysis. The number of 
high schools used for calculating the pretest effect size is small. More researches needed 
to consider investigating FCI in high schools. Partnering with high school teachers to 
study the results of the gender gap on the FCI would benefit both college instructors and 
high school students. 
 To include different cultures, future meta-analysis should include more 
international countries from different parts of the world in their study. This meta-analysis 
had two studies from Canada, one from Europe, and two from Asia. The results of the 
average effect size for different countries around the world can be easily generalized if 
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many international countries can be included in the meta-analysis. Furthermore, it will be 
beneficial if the test is translated to the native language of the country to be more 
comprehensible for the students. Moreover, collecting data regarding the race of the 
students who take the test in the United States provides more information about how 
different races perform on the FCI.  
One important and probably the most difficult suggestion for future research is to 
avoid studying gender as a binary factor. Some students do not identify themselves as 
male or female. Focusing on binary genders prevents researchers from discovering the 
understanding of Newtonian mechanics among all students in the class. Future 
researchers can remove the binary selection of gender from their questionnaire and let 
students identify their gender without being limited to choosing male or female.  
This meta-analysis compared the average effect sizes between pretests and between 
posttest using Hedges’s g. A suggestion for a more complete meta-analysis would be the 
one that compares the pretest and posttest gender gap not by calculating gain but by 
calculating effect size. 
Furthermore, the gender gap can be studied by analyzing the effect of class sizes on 
the students’ performance on the FCI. Generally, conceptual physics and algebra-based 
physics are offered in large classes. Moreover, students enrolled in calculus-based 
physics have more prior knowledge in mathematics than other students. Therefore, 
studying the relationship between types of physics classes and gender gap can provide 
more knowledge about how mathematics background can affect the gender gap.   
Some studies included in the present meta-analysis included the data of 6 to 10 
years of research in their papers (Docktor & Heller, (2008); Henderson & Stewart, 
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(2017)). Undoubtedly, a different generation of students performs differently throughout 
their education. The fast development of technology affects the students’ prior knowledge 
either positively or negatively. The results of long-term studies may affect the gender gap 
in a way that cannot be helpful for educators. 
 
Conclusion  
 The present meta-analysis demonstrates the first meta-analysis on the FCI using 
effect size instead of gain or normalized gain used by physics communities to study the 
gender gap. The results of this meta-analysis, even with all the efforts and steps that have 
been taken to reduce the gender gap, demonstrate that more needs to be done to reduce 
the gender gap. For example, revising the FCI not only by changing the questions to be 
more gender-neutral but also revising the language of the questions to be more 
understandable for English as a Second Language (ESL) students. Some international 
students in the community colleges have strong physics and mathematics background 
from their original country, however due to the lack of their proficiency in English are 
not performing well on the FCI. Those results can negatively affect the conclusion about 
overall results, especially in cities with a large number of international students such as 
San Francisco.  
 Although the present meta-analysis applied specific inclusion and exclusion 
criteria, there could have been more studies included if most authors of published articles 
were collaborating and providing the data that were requested. Some studies gathered the 
data on the number of male and female students without reporting that number in the 
paper. Furthermore, there are some personal unpublished studies done on the gender gap 
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that are not shared with other educators. The results of this meta-analysis could be 
generalized if more studies are included.  
Flexibility toward using effect sizes that are more sensitive to the sample sizes 
instead of gain in the physics community might also help to review gender gap from a 
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